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Aggies outside of Logan get taste of USU athletics
Deal with CW 30 and proposed ASUSU project will allow distant Aggies to watch some sporting events
By EMILY HOFERITZA
staff writer

Aggies off-campus throughout Utah, Idaho,
Wyoming and Nevada will soon be able to
view campus athletic events televised on CW
30 through a new agreement signed on Oct. 12
with XXL Sports and Cis-Com Productions.
“It’s really going to spread the exposure of
Aggie sports to alumni who still live locally but
who aren’t able to make it up to games,” said
Jeremy Winn, the Associated Students of Utah
State University athletics vice president. “It’s
something that is going to give the university
more exposure to people in state and to future
students.”
In an Oct. 12 press conference, Scott Barnes,
athletics director, said the partnership, in addition to the conference’s ESPN agreement, will
give Aggie athletics “unparalleled exposure.”
“The student section is so well-known,”
Winn said. “The exposure from that alone can
help drive people to this university.”
Winn said the agreement will allow for a
minimum of 13 games to be aired during the
2009-10 season and a minimum of 15 events
in the following three seasons. Those 15 events
include 10 men’s basketball games, three football games and two women’s basketball games
to be broadcasted.
The agreement will extend through the 201213 school year. The first broadcast game was
Oct. 17 when USU hosted Nevada at Romney
Stadium.
In addition to the recent TV agreement, Tyler
Tolson, ASUSU president, recently proposed a
project allowing athletic events to be streamed
online from the athletics department’s Web site.
“I have a student over all the regional campuses that comes to my executive council meetings,” Tolson said. “She brought up the concern
that they wanted to watch and be a part of the
Homecoming game. That was the initial concern.”
He said the games are already being recorded
for review and the technology is there. He said

TV CAMERAMEN, such as the one above, can be found on the sidelines of major USU sporting events as part of an effort to broadcast athletics to Aggies
outside of Logan. PATRICK ODEN photo

work is being done on determining a position
for someone to maintain those streams.
Winn said, “It would be awesome to go to
the athletics’ Web site and get a local feed of the
games for free because that’s something that you
can reach anywhere in the world.”
Tolson said it is a good recruitment tool.
“If there are people who are looking to come
to USU, they can watch a game if they’re interested in sports,” he said.

Tolson said the new agreement with CW
30 can only help with an online broadcast by
opening doors and connections, possibly even
working within the current agreement to stream
those broadcasts.
Winn said TV is a good start and a step
toward a live Internet feed for every game.
“It’s a great way for Aggies now, Aggies for
the future and Aggies of the past to stay connected and tied into the university,” Tolson said.

The CW was created jointly between the CBS
Corporation and Warner Bros. Entertainment.
The CW is the fifth broadcast network in the
country, with popular primetime shows such as
“Smallville,” “Gossip Girl,” “America’s Next Top
Model” and “Melrose Place.” The channel can be
found on Comcast, DirecTV and Dish Network.
– emily.hoferitza@aggiemail.usu.edu

Commercial activities on USU Internet violates university policy
By CATHERINE MEIDELL
assistant news editor

Students, faculty and staff who use campus resources, including USU computers or the BlueZone Internet connection, for
profit are breaking state and university policy, said Craig Simper,
USU general counsel.
Those using the Internet in campus housing are not exempt
from this rule. Information Technology Policy and Procedure
Coordinator Bob Bayn said a consequence of living in campus
housing is abiding by the commercial Internet use policy.
If students wants to use the Internet for commercial purposes
it is “too bad,” Simper said. They must do it through an Internet
connection that is not supplied by USU, Simper said.
IT Senior Security Analyst Miles Johnson said, “We treat oncampus housing as extensions of the university.”
Students may be using campus resources for commercial purposes, and the policy is not fully enforced.
Bayn said, “We don’t hunt around trying to see if that (commercial Internet use) is going on.”
He said there is not an established list of what students can
and cannot do concerning this policy.
The policy on the IT Web site states commercial, entrepreneurial and profit-making activities are prohibited and can be
found on IT Web site’s under “Appropriate Use of Computing,
Networking and Information Resources,” policy number 550.
Bayn said the policy is required because USU is a nonprofit
institution. He said it is impossible for the policy to be changed
without disestablishing USU’s title as a nonprofit institution.
Simper said, “To convert nonprofit facilities for profit is a violation of a nonprofit status.”
He said the servers are not paid for by students and are therefore USU property. The bulk of computer costs is paid through
state funding.
When students, faculty and staff use campus resources for
commercial purposes, one way to detect the misuse is through a
complaint filed to IT and this does not happen often, Bayn said.
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Simper said campus attorneys will enforce the policy by takexchanged went against university policy.
ing away access to campus Internet from violators.
“It was very much a catch 22,” Irvine said.
Years ago, a student bought and sold used cars from his trailer
The USU policy states that doing work for political or religious
at the USU Trailer Court, Bayn said. The student would fix the
affiliations is also prohibited but does not imply that people canused cars himself and make a continual profit from this business. not express their opinions on these subjects using the campus
In addition, he advertised his business throughout campus, Bayn
Internet.
said. He said the advertisement was a violation of university and
Irvine said he had also been using the campus’ Internet to
state commercial policy happened before the World Wide Web
do genealogical research as a favor to his church. He asked Bayn
existed. The man running the business was contacted and told to through an e-mail whether this was against USU policy and
discontinue his commercial activity, Bayn said.
received an answer stating it was.
Simper said not only is commercial use of campus Internet
In explanation to Irvine’s question, Bayn said, “This is not a
resources against a nonprofit status, it’s a liability issue for the
restriction of your free expression of political or religious views,
university. Companies in the Logan area will call the university
just a requirement that institutions wanting computer service
and complain that students are running businesses from campus, should pay to obtain them from the commercial sector, not get
he said.
free use of them at public expense.”
Bayn said students can be detected for
USU faculty members are expected to
commercial Internet use because this type
follow this policy the same way students are.
“We are paying
of activity uses a large amount of bandBrandE Faupell, executive director
(faculty members)
width. The more traffic a student is directof Human Resources, said she has a difficult
to work at USU,
ing, the more reason IT has to investigate
time allowing faculty members to work on
that account’s Internet activity. Simper said
any business venture unrelated to their field
not run a
using eBay or Amazon for profit is against
of study with campus resources.
business.”
policy because it becomes a business venture.
“We are paying them to work at USU,
However, occasional selling on the Internet of
not run a business,” Faupell said. “Let’s say
– BrandE Faupell, execu- they are writing a book on gambling and
personal items is not a business, it is a “rummage sale” and is thereby permitted, Simper
tive director of Human they’re an art professor. Are they serving their
said. This is why advertisements for old bicyhere on campus?”
Resources purpose However,
cles and washing machines are allowed to be
it is permissable for faculty
posted in the Taggart Student Center’s basemembers to use campus resources to write a
ment and other bulletin boards on campus.
book on a topic relating to their field of work.
Joseph Irvine, USU graduate, used campus computers
Faupell said the professors are expected to write books. She also
and Internet conduct multiple transactions for a business he
said she was unaware the policy was published online, which
started that markets a software he developed for schools all
states the prohibition of business actions using campus resources.
over the nation. Irvine said one of his transactions was with Sue
Simper said, “This is a state-funded institution of higher
McCormick in the Edith Bowen Lab School on campus. Irvine
education, selling stuff for profit is a problem. That’s not why we
said the two conversed back and forth about the purchase of his
exist.”
lottery software designed to randomly select the students accept– catherine.meidell@aggiemail.usu.edu
ed into Edith Bowen. Both were unaware that the e-mails they
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Baghdad bombings kill 147

ClarifyCorrect
The policy of The Utah
Statesman is to correct any error
made as soon as possible. If you
find something you would like
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contact the editor at statesmaneditor@aggiemail.usu.edu

BAGHDAD (AP) – A pair of suicide car bombings
Sunday devastated the heart of Iraq’s capital, killing
at least 147 people in the country’s deadliest attack
in more than two years. The bombs targeted two
government buildings and called into question Iraq’s
ability to protect its people as U.S. forces withdraw.
The bombings show that insurgents still have the
ability to launch horrific attacks even as violence
has dropped dramatically in Iraq. Many fear such
attacks will only increase as Iraq prepares for crucial
January elections.
The dead included 35 employees at the Ministry
of Justice and at least 25 staff members of the
Baghdad Provincial Council, said police and medical officials speaking on condition of anonymity
because they were not authorized to speak to the
media. At least 721 people were wounded, including
three American contractors.
The street where the blasts occurred had just been
reopened to vehicle traffic six months ago. Shortly
after, blast walls were repositioned to allow traffic
closer to the government buildings. Such changes
were touted by Iraq’s Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki
as a sign that safety was returning to the city.
The Iraqi leader walked among the mangled and
blackened cars, which lay in front of blast walls that
had been decorated with peaceful street scenes of
Iraq. At the Justice Ministry, windows and walls on
both sides of the street were blown away, and blood
pooled with water from burst pipes.
Al-Maliki has staked his political reputation and
re-election bid on his ability to bring peace to the
country and pledged to punish those responsible,
who he said wanted to “spread chaos in the country, IRAQIS GATHER AT THE SITE of a massive bomb attack at the Ministry of Justice in Baghdad, Iraq, Sunday, Oct.
25, after a pair of powerful explosions rocked downtown Baghdad. The blasts went off in front of the headquarters of
undermine the political process and prevent the
holding of parliamentary elections.” But the Sunday the Baghdad provincial administration and near the Ministry of Justice building during the morning rush hour. AP photo
attacks seemed designed to paint the Iraqi leader as
those who would deny the Iraqi people the future that explosives, might have passed through some security
incapable of providing security to the beleaguered
they deserve,” Obama said.
checkpoints before hitting their destination, said Maj.
city, undermining much of his political support.
The fact that the vehicles were able to get into an
Gen. Qassim al-Mousawi, a spokesman for the city’s
The attacks occurred just hours before Iraq’s top
area home to numerous government institutions – just operations command center.
leadership was scheduled to meet with heads of politi- hundreds of yards from the heavily fortified Green
There have been no claims of responsibility so far,
cal parties in order to reach a compromise on election Zone where the U.S. Embassy and the prime minister’s but massive car bombs have been the hallmark of the
guidelines needed to hold the January vote.
office are located – sparked demands that those in
Sunni insurgents seeking to overthrow the country’s
President Barack Obama, who earlier this week
charge of the city’s security be held accountable.
Shiite-dominated government. Iraq has accused memreaffirmed the U.S.’s commitment to withdrawing its
“Those responsible for security and intelligence
bers of the outlawed Baath Party living in neighboring
troops from the country, called al-Maliki to offer his
should be checked and interrogated,” said Sunni Iraqi Syria of being behind another series of deadly bombcondolences.
lawmaker Wathab Shakir. “Why should innocent
ings in August that also targeted government build“These bombings serve no purpose other than the
people be killed?”
ings. Al-Maliki blamed the attacks on Baathist and
murder of innocent men, women and children, and
The initial investigation suggested the vehicles,
Al-Qaida.
they only reveal the hateful and destructive agenda of
each loaded down with more than 1,500 pounds of

Celebs&People
LONDON (AP)
– Composer Andrew Lloyd
Webber has been diagnosed
with prostate
cancer, his
spokeswoman
said Sunday.
The
61-yearold Lloyd
Webber’s condition is in its WEBBER
early stages, a
statement from his publicists
said.
“Andrew is now undergoing treatment and expects to
be fully back at work before
the end of the year,” the statement said.

NewsBriefs
Fla. girl found
in landfill
ORANGE PARK, Fla. (AP)
– Investigators had more than
a thousand tips but are still
trying to figure out what happened when 7-year-old Somer
Thompson disappeared on her
walk home from a north Florida
school last week.
At a fundraiser Sunday for
Somer’s family, children played
in a bounce house as adults
watched carefully. They vowed
to find the girl’s killer and raised
about $18,500 so her mother
doesn’t have to go back to work
immediately.
Somer’s name and photo
were everywhere at the carnivallike fundraiser, which was held
in a tree-lined park in the town’s
center. A silent raffle, a bake sale
and even glittery makeovers for
little girls were offered to help
the family after the girl went
missing after school Monday.
Her body was found in a
Georgia landfill Wednesday.
“I’ve been crying since day
one,” said Amanda Wendorff, a
co-organizer of the fundraiser.
“When it’s a child, it just touches
a community.”

U.N. inspectors visit once-secret Iranian site
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) – U.N. inspectors entered a once-secret uranium
enrichment facility with bunker-like
construction and heavy military protection that raised Western suspicions
about the extent and intent of Iran’s
nuclear program.
The visit Sunday by the four-member International Atomic Energy
Agency team, reported by state media,
was the first independent look inside
the planned nuclear fuel lab, a former
ammunition dump burrowed into the
treeless hills south of Tehran and only
publicly disclosed last month. The
inspectors are expected to study plant
blueprints, interview workers and take
soil samples before wrapping up the
three-day mission.
No results from the inspection are
expected until the team leaves the
country, but some Iranian officials
hailed the visit as an example that their
nuclear program was open to international scrutiny.
“IAEA inspectors’ visit to Fordo
shows that Iran’s nuclear activities are
transparent and peaceful,” the official
IRNA news agency quoted lawmaker
Hasan Ebrahimi as saying.
Another test of Iran’s cooperation

LateNiteHumor
While David Letterman is on
hiatis The Statesman is going
to try something different ...
Colbertism of the Week.
Re-veteraning; (vb) sending
the same soldiers on multiple tours of duty in order
to create more veterans.
For more humor and all your
latest Aggie news make sure
to check us out at aggietownsquare.com

is fast approaching, however. Iran has
promised to respond this week to a
U.N.-brokered deal to process its nuclear fuel abroad – a plan designed to ease
Western fears about Iran’s potential
ability to produce weapons-grade material.
The current inspection of Iran’s
second enrichment site came about a
month after Tehran disclosed its existence in a letter to the IAEA, the U.N.’s
nuclear watchdog. The notification to
the U.N. agency came just days before
President Barack Obama and other
Western leaders claimed Iran has been
hiding the facility from the world for
years.
After Iran’s disclosure, U.N.
Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon
told Iranian President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad that “the burden of proof
is on Iran” to convince the international community its nuclear program
is peaceful.
Iran says that by reporting the
existence of the site voluntarily, it “preempted a conspiracy” by the United
States and its allies who were hoping
to present the site as evidence that Iran
was developing its nuclear program in
secret.

But the IAEA says Tehran should
have reported it before it started construction. And the new facility, about
20 miles (30 kilometers) north of the
holy city of Qom, immediately raised
suspicions about the aim of the nuclear
program – which Iran claims is only for
peaceful research and energy production. The site is reached by tunnels and
is protected by military installations
including missile silos and anti-aircraft
batteries, Iranian officials said last
month.
Iran says the facility – known as
Fordo after a village believed to have
the largest percentage of fighters killed
in the 1980-88 war with Iraq – was
fortified to protect against any possible
attack by the United States or Israel.
Officials say the plant won’t be
operational for another 18 months
and would produce uranium enrichment levels up to 5 percent, suitable
only for peaceful purposes. Weaponsgrade material is more than 90 percent
enriched.
Iran says its other known enrichment facility – a much larger industrial-scale plant in Natanz in central Iran
– is also only to produce nuclear fuel
and not at levels for weapons. But many
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experts say the enrichment centrifuges
could be expanded and upgraded to
make weapons-grade material.
Another worry for the West is Iran’s
plans to install a more advanced type
of centrifuge at the Fordo site, capable
of enriching uranium several times
faster and with higher efficiency.
Iran also has promised to respond
later this week on U.N.-drafted proposal to have its nuclear fuel processed in
Russia, which would limit Iran’s stockpiles and allow more international controls.
Although Iran has not given its
official answer on the proposed nuclear
deal – discussed last week after talks in
Vienna with the United States, France
and Russia – there are increasing
doubts that Iran’s leadership will come
on board.
On Saturday, Parliament Speaker
Ali Larijani claimed the West was trying to “cheat” Iran under the deal that
would ship most of Iran’s uranium to
Russia for reactor-ready enrichment.
Larijani, the country’s former nuclear negotiator, said Iran prefers to buy
the nuclear fuel it needs for a reactor
under construction that makes medical
isotopes.
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Early-voting booths to
be absent from campus
in upcoming election
p.m. and runs until Oct. 30.
Students who live on campus are
part of the precinct served by the
Lundstrom Center and anyone previStudents voting in the current
ously registered can cast a provisional
city elections will not enjoy the ease
ballot there. Zollinger said to cast a
of last year’s early-voting booths in
provisional ballot, voters need proper
the Taggart Student Center’s Juniper
identification and proof of residency.
Lounge. No early voting will be held
Provisional votes generate more
anywhere on campus and come Nov.
paperwork and labor for the city and
3, the Lundstrom Center will be the
slow down the counting but nonetheonly on-campus voting location, servless offer students who are unsure of
ing only its specific precincts, Cache
where to vote a chance to participate.
County Clerk Jill Zollinger said.
“There is a process. They would
Steve Stokes, a candidate in this
still
be able to vote,” Zollinger said.
year’s Logan City Council race, is
Stokes
said with the right coordisomewhat disappointed with the
nation, the county likely could have
county’s decision to remove early votfound “politically savvy” students to
ing from campus and said the nature
of this year’s election presents a bigger volunteer their time to man booths on
campus. A great opportunity, Stokes
draw for students. Recent legislation
said, would have been to have early
regarding parking around Logan,
voting available following next week’s
renters and budgetary concerns,
Stokes said, involves university faculty council and mayoral debates, to be
and students who could potentially be held Wednesday and Friday, respectively, at 12:30 p.m. in the TSC West
deterred from casting their vote for
Ballroom.
not knowing where to go.
“Even if it was just one day of early
“A lot fewer people will go down
voting,
I think it would be fantastic,”
and vote,” Stokes said.
Stokes said.
City Recorder Teresa Harris said
Harris said such coordination
the matter simply comes down to cost.
would
need to have been done well
Each voting location requires paid
before
the election. The city council
judges and Harris said the historically
and county would have to add or
low turnout of student voters doesn’t
justify the spending for an on-campus define the precincts to include voting
in the TSC and would have to approve
site.
the lists of poll workers.
Associated Students of Utah State
“I can’t just randomly have someUniversity Executive Vice President
one be a judge,” Harris said.
Spencer Lee said one factor that conIn the future, however, Harris said
tributed to early voting on campus
having
student volunteers could be a
for last year’s general election was a
possibility as long
nationwide push
as such preparato increase the
tions are made in
“Last year we had
turnout of young
advance.
voters. Federal and
a lot of students
Lee said
state money was
vote (on campus).”
he would like to
given to the counsee that happen
ty, Lee said, specifically with the
– Spencer Lee, ASUSU next year, and if
he had been aware
intent to promote
executive vice president of the circumvoting among unistances during his
versity students.
transitional stage
Registration and
of taking office,
early voting was available on campus,
he would have tried to organize onallowing students to vote in the TSC
campus voting for this coming elecregardless of precinct. But this year it
tion. When this year ends, Lee said
will not be available.
he would like to do his part to make
“Right now a student has to be
sure the next executive vice president
aware of where they can vote,” Lee
is aware of the necessary preparations
said.
and may even “get the ball rolling”
Lee said students who frequently
before leaving office.
change residence often have trouble
“Last year we had a lot of students
locating their designated precinct.
vote
(on campus). I was one of them
“They don’t remember where they
down
in the Juniper Lounge,” Lee
lived last year. They could drive there,
said.
but they don’t know the address,” Lee
Information regarding Logan elecsaid.
tions,
including candidate platforms,
Lee said for those students who
can
be
found at www.loganutah.org
are unaware of their precinct, early
and precinct maps are available on
voting can be done by anyone regisCache County’s Web site.
tered in Logan at the courthouse on
– b.c.wood@aggiemail.usu.edu
Main Street. Early voting is available
Monday through Thursday, 9 a.m.-6
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One hope, two universities

MELISSA HOLT SELLS T-SHIRTS during the USU football game
Saturday. Kaho Fiefia, president of the Polynesian Student Union, said the shirts
were being sold for a fundraiser called One Hope United. Money from T-shirt
sales, as well as donations collected, will be used to help rebuild schools in
Samoa. USU and the University of Utah are working together on the fundraising project, Fiefia said, and efforts to get Brigham Young University on board are
still underway. Fiefia said they would like everyone to give a $1 donation to the
cause. Cans to collect donations can be found at the Merrill-Cazier Library, the
Marketplace and the Quadside Cafe. RACHEL A. CHRISTENSEN photo

PoliceBlotter
Saturday, Oct. 17
• Police responded to the Mountain
View Tower on a medical assist. A
student needed to be transported to
the Logan Regional Hospital due to
flu-like systems.
• USU Police contacted an individual believed to be under the age of
19 for smoking in Romney Stadium
during the USU vs. Nevada football
game. The individual was confirmed to be 17 years of age and
had also consumed alcohol. The
individual was referred to the juvenile court for one count of minor
in possession (MIP) of tobacco and
one count of MIP of alcohol.

• USU Police responded to Aggie
Village on a report that some youth
had accidently broken a secondfloor window with a soccer ball.
When officers arrived they found
that the person responsible had
already left a note on the door of
the broken window apartment
explaining what had happened and
who to contact.
Wednesday, Oct. 21

• USU Police assisted Logan City
Police on a burglary in progress
call at 727 E. 800 North. Officers
arrived to find one male individual
inside an apartment that didn’t
belong to him. Subject was arrested
and transported to the Cache
County Jail by Logan City officers
on criminal trespassing charges. No
further action taken.

• USU Police responded to the
softball field for a report of a dead
animal. The animal was disposed of
without further incident.

• USU Police responded to the
Agricultural Systems Technology
& Education Building for an odor
of natural gas. Upon arrival,
police entered the north doors
and immediately smelled an odor
of natural gas. Police notified
the Logan City Fire Department
to respond to check for a gas
leak. The Questar Gas company,
Logan Fire Department and USU
Environmental Health and Safety
determined the building was safe to
occupy.

• USU officers were dispatched to
a suspicious incident in the Blue
Parking Lot on US 89. While sitting in a vehicle in the lot, the
complainant and her passengers
were approached by three individuals who ran from the scene
after hearing the complainant lock
her doors. A short time later, the
complainant’s car was hit by water
balloons thrown from a vehicle that
passed by in the parking lot. Police
are investigating.
Tuesday, Oct. 20
• USU Police received a report of a
suspicious phone call from a resident of Aggie Village. The caller
indicated that he was with the FBI
and was coming to arrest the
Aggie Village resident and would
like him to verify his social security
number. The Aggie Village resident
refused and the call was terminated. Police advised the resident that
this is a scam to gain his information. Police are investigating.

and 600 East. The signs educated passersby about global climate change. PETE P.
SMITHSUTH photo

• USU Police officers were asked to
do some foot patrol in Mountain
View Tower. Complainant believed
that there were some underage
drinkers in the area. Police arrived
and walked all floors of the tower
but were unable to locate any
underage drinkers.

Sunday, Oct. 18

Monday, Oct. 19

A GROUP OF STUDENTS carry signs on the corner of 400 North

Campus & Community

Jones scholarship
available at USU

By BENJAMIN WOOD
news senior writer

Signs of change

Briefs

• USU Police officers were dispatched to Mountain View Tower
on an elevator alarm with individuals stuck inside the elevator.
• The USU Police Department was
called to the Widtsoe Building,
Room 230, on a hazardous waste
problem. The custodian found a
biohazard bag on the floor. The
day-shift officer was going to call
the safety office when he came
in the morning and have them
remove the bag.
Thursday, Oct. 22
• USU Police officers were dispatched to Mountain View Tower
on some students drinking alcohol
in their dorm room. The officer
arrived and made contact with five
underage drinkers. USU police
issued the five individuals MIP
alcohol citations. The subjects were
then released.
• USU Police received a report of a
sticker that was removed from an
office door in the Taggart Student
Center. A report was filed with USU
Police.
• USU Police and USU Housing
collected a large number of bicycles
that were tagged as abandoned
around the Aggie Village housing
area. The bicycles were impounded.
Friday, Oct. 23
• USU Police responded to the USU
Trailer Court on a complaint of a
deer running around in that area.
When officers arrived, they drove
through the entire trailer court but
did not observe any deer in this
facility.
-Compiled by Rachel A.
Christensen

Contact USU Police at 797-1939
for non-emergencies.
Anonymous reporting line: 797-5000
EMERGENCY NUMBER: 911

A part-tuition scholarship for
spring semester is available to
USU undergraduate and graduate students in specific majors.
The scholarship and its award are
coordinated by USU’s Mountain
West Center for Regional Studies.
The Garth and Marie Jones
Scholarship is for students with a
record of high academic achievement and community service and
who are majoring in communications, English, history, languages,
philosophy and speech communication, liberal arts and sciences,
political science, sociology, social
work and anthropology or economics.
Applicants with ties to the
rural areas of Utah, southeastern
Idaho and southwestern Wyoming
are especially encouraged to apply.
The application deadline is
Nov. 13. Complete information
can be obtained by calling the
Mountain West Center at 7970299 or e-mailing mwc@cc.usu.
edu.

Panel focuses on
classroom diversity
The Faculty Development and
Diversity Workshop series, sponsored by USU’s vice provost for
faculty development and diversity,
continues on Wednesday, Oct. 28,
at 2:30 p.m. in the Merrill-Cazier
Library Room 154 with a presentation titled “Experiences at USU:
Multicultural Student Panel.”
The panel is moderated by
James Morales, vice president for
student services and Moises Diaz,
director of multicultural student
services for USU. During the presentation, students of diversity
will reflect on their experiences at
USU.
Ann Austin, vice provost for
faculty development and diversity,
encourages anyone interested in
creating an inclusive classroom to
attend.
“It is the goal of most every
faculty member at USU to create
an inclusive classroom where all
students feel comfortable and
diversity is honored,” Austin said.
“Yet, in the eyes of our students of
diversity, how successful have we
been? This workshop will provide
valuable insight into the experiences of students of diversity.”
More information on this
workshop is available on the
provost’s Web site at http://www.
usu.edu/provost/faculty/development/.

American Festival
Chorus tickets on sale
Tickets are now on sale for the
American Festival Chorus 20092010 season presented by USU’s
Caine School of the Arts. All performances will be held in the Kent
Concert Hall of the Chase Fine Arts
Center. All performances begin at
7:30 p.m.
Seating is reserved, and tickets
are $12, $18 and $24. Tickets are
available in person at the Caine
School of the Arts Box Office in the
Chase Fine Arts Center 138-B and at
the Eccles Theatre Ticket Office, 43
S. Main Street by calling 797-8022
or online at http://boxoffice.usu.
edu.
“The season is a very eclectic mix
of traditional choral music, popular
favorites and classical art music,”
said Craig Jessop, music director.
The season opens Nov. 7 with
“An Evening of John Rutter Choral
Music,” who Jessop calls “one of the
most famous living composers in
the world today and certainly one of
the most popular.”
The chorus and orchestra
will perform an entire concert of
Rutter’s works, with the first half
highlighting his shorter works and
the second half his “Mass for the
Children,” showcasing the Cache
Children’s Choir.
The chorus is a community
music program associated with the
department of music and the Caine
School of the Arts at Utah State
University.

-Compiled from staff
and media reports
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Civic Awareness Week aims at getting Aggies involved
By SARI MONTRONE
staff writer

Mike Morill and mayoral
incumbent Randy Watts will
be participating in the only
debate of the campaign during
Civic Awareness Week runs
Oct. 26-30. During the week,

activities are planned to get
USU students involved with
the community and learn more
about how to be more active in
their community with service,
politics and recreation.
“Civic Awareness Week is
a week for student to increase
their awareness on service

projects, clubs, CAPSA, their
environment, culture and
local, state and national
politics,” said Spencer Lee,
executive vice president of
Associated Students of Utah
State University. “This week is
a great example of student fees
coming back to the students.”
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It's a green experience

USU alumna Sarah
Woodward said, “I am not surprised that more students are
not aware of what civic awareness means, but I do think
that students here at USU do
a lot for their community, and
I think that students should
take advantage of this week to
educate themselves.”
The week consists of many
different events to suit a variety of interests. It starts off
Monday in
The Hub at
12:30 p.m.
with the
Controversy
Encouraged
Student
Debate. The
debate panel
will consist
of a variety
of student
organizations,
like the Gays,
Lesbians,
Bisexual and
Transgender
Allies, the
College
Republicans,
the College
Democrats, Young Americans
for Liberty and the College
Green Party. The topics of the
debate will include gay marriage rights, national health
care reform, tax reform and
the abortion policy in Utah.

On Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the
TSC Ballroom, a documentary,
“Street Fight,” will be playing.
The documentary is a modern
day David and Goliath story
about a young man’s struggle
against a big-wig politician
twice his age.
“I am most excited about
the documentary because it’s
very interesting, easy to understand, fun, controversial and
true,” Lee said.

Wednesday at 12:30 p.m. in
the TSC West Ballroom will be
the Logan City Council debate,
and the four finalists for the
two open positions in the election will be participating in
the debate. The city council

candidates are Holly Daines,
Dean Quayle, Steven Stokes
and Tony Wegner, who will be
answering on-site questions
a half hour before the debate
begins.
Thursday from 11 a.m. to 1
p.m. in the TSC International
Lounge the Party Party will
be hosted. The Government
Relations Committee is hosting the party and all the political parties on campus will be
represented.
Free Aggie Ice
Cream will be
served at noon
until it runs out.
Friday in
the TSC West
Ballroom at
12:30 p.m., the
Logan mayoral
debate will be
hosted.
“Students
need to hear
and participate
in these things
and then form
their own opinion about their
and community
and politics,
and it’s ASUSU’s pleasure to
try and give them that opportunity,” Lee said.
– sari.e.montrone@aggiemail.
usu.edu
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Hey pumpkin, let’s go for a stroll
it’s not the children as much as the grownups
who want the cookies.
Besides the donated cookies and help from
the city to provide lighting, the entire event is
Twenty six years ago Ida Beutler, a retired
based on volunteer work. People from all over
school teacher, combined her love of children
the surrounding area give of their time, ideas,
and Halloween to bring about what the commu- work and materials to bring the event together.
nity now calls the Pumpkin Walk. This year the
There are many Eagle Scout projects and even
walk will run from Oct. 23-24 and 26-27 from
the younger boy scouts get a part in chucking
9 a.m. to 10 p.m. at 1100 E. 2500 North. With
the old pumpkins after all is said and done.
cookies and free admission, this event is for the
This year, students from the USU sixth stake
student in need of an inexpensive date and a
of the LDS church volunteered to carve all of
good time or families looking for fun.
the pumpkins lining the walk. In past years,
Over the years this event has held many
USU students have helped build
themes to delight and awe the
the scenes too. Students, family
public eye. This year the theme
USUTube
and community members alike
is “and now a word from our
come together to support and have
See a slideshow, go to
sponsors,” and it includes
fun, but 26 years ago Beutler never
aggietownsquare.com
many new ideas such as
expected her idea would become
pumpkins of Michael Jackson,
such a hit.
McDonalds and Keebler Elves, to Macs, PCs and
What started out as a few family and comfarmers. Gina Worthen, committee member and munity friends having fun at the Beutler farm
scene designer for the Pumpkin Walk, said the
soon rose to a large event of approximately
art some people do is “amazing.”
50,000 people. The idea originated when Beutler
Worthen said each scene is different but has
decided to host a fun Halloween celebration that
one thing in common: pumpkins.
was fun but not too scary for the kids. She baked
“You can’t do a pumpkin walk without
cookies and rounded up all the apples from her
pumpkins.”
orchard to make cider.
Designers also use an array of media, includIsraelsen said Beutler was a “great hostess.”
ing paint, fabric, pipes, wood and pulleys.
One year it was so cold at the farm that Beutler
Worthen said it’s even fun to go explore Deseret put potatoes in the oven and handed the tangiIndustries (DI) and say, “Aw, that is just what I
ble heat to her friends and family to keep warm.
need.”
That first year a mischievous neighborhood
Many scenes from the imagination splatter
boy destroyed one of the small themes. A cop
the walkway from beginning to end. USU junior found him and asked Beutler what the punishin family consumer and human development
ment should be. Beutler told the cop she would
Laynee Ortega said she enjoys seeing just how
start with milk and cookies then she would need
creative many people are.
his help to put on a real pumpkin walk, a real
“I’m not talented in that way, so I think it’s
show. And so it began.
really awesome,” she said.
“People still long for that who saw it there,”
The end of the walk includes some of the
Israelsen said. Beutler has since passed away but
most elaborate displays, along with a visit from
her tradition still holds fast.
a friendly witch and a free cookie provided by
“You can only trick or treat once, but you can
Pepperidge Farms. Nancy Israelsen, who has
always do this,” Ortega said.
worked with the walk from the beginning, said
– kirsten.r@aggiemail.usu.edu

By KIRSTEN REIMSCHISSEL
staff writer

STUDENTS DANCE AT The Masquerade Ball Thursday. The event was hosted by Dance United.
The club is a combination of two clubs, Big Band Swing and Ballroom. PETE P SMITHSUTH photo

A MICHAEL JACKSON PUMPKIN is one exhibit at the North Logan Pumpkin Walk.
This year the theme is “and now a word from our sponsors.” TODD JONES photo

Two styles, one club
By CASSIDEE CLINE
staff writer

Father Time and Mother Earth were one of
the many masked couples who showed up for a
night of waltzing, dinner and entertainment.
The Masquerade Ball Thursday was a night
that many who showed up said they would
never forget.
The Halloween-themed ball started the
night with a four-course meal provided by
USU catering.
The Skyroom on the fourth floor of the
Taggart Student Center hosted and catered the
event as a DJ played a variety of music from
the big-band swing era, cha-cha, rumba and
waltz.
The Ballroom Dance Team entertained the
crowd with a choreographed performance.
Soon after the team showed off its talents, lessons on how to waltz were given by Ballroom
Dance members.
The night was filled with couples dipping
and dancing their way into the night. Couples
had a chance to win prizes for their cleverly
designed masks and costumes. Tickets that

were filled out by couples when they arrived
were drawn for door prizes donated for the
special event by local businesses.
“I’ve always wanted to go to a masquerade,”
Mother Earth, and art major, Anne Taylor,
said as she stood next to her husband, Gabriel
Taylor who was dressed as Father Time.
Taylor’s costume was made from green and
brown clothes purchased, cut up and sewn
together from Deseret Industries (DI). Father
Time wore a mask made to resemble a clock,
and the couple carried staves made from tiki
torches modified for their costumes.
Jessica Beach, junior studying elementary
education, who donned a costume that reflected Christine from “Phantom of the Opera,”
said she enjoyed how the night was setup.
Her date, wearing a Phantom costume, David
Nilson, said the night was everything he had
hoped for.
Dance United co-president Will
Christensen said Julia Christensen, who is part
of the committee for ballroom dancing, had
the idea for a masquerade. The idea, Julia said,

- See UNITED, page 6
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Perfect Partner

Let us help plan your big day
You Best Choice for
Wedding Invitations & paper goods
630 West 200 North
753-8875

GET LOST!
(Bring a date, but no nibbling on the ears)

•
•
•
•

The largest corn maze in cache valley
The best deal around
unique maze design
located next to eccles ice arena

OPEN NOW

Mon-Thurs 5-11, Fri 5-12, Sat 2-12
Adults $6 Children $4
Call 435-755-5755

$1 off every Monday!

Group Discounts Available
www.greencanyonfarms.com

2850 N 100 E
435-770-7547

Next to Eccles Ice Arena off Main Street
Turn by Nate’s & Andy’s

$1 OFF

with this coupon
not valid with any other offer

Buy 1 Get 1 FREE
Monday-Thursday only
not valid with any other offer
expires September 30
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Social life at USU a
favorite for student
By APRIL ASHLAND
staff writer

Utah Statesman: If you could create any flavor of ice cream, what
would you invent?
Amanda Hawks: Caramel Mousse.

Caught on
Campus

US: Where is the best place to study
on campus?
AH: The library, second floor on the
southwest end.

Amanda Hawks
freshman
environmental
engineering

US: What is your favorite song?
AH: “Scarborough Fair,” by Simon and Garfunkle.
US: What is your biggest fear?
AH: Failing and losing everything.
US: What’s the worst smell?
AH: There’s a smell that comes through my vent, and it makes
my toothbrush smell bad. It’s gross.
US: Tea or coffee?
AH: Herbal tea.
US: Are you a True Aggie?
AH: No, maybe someday.
US: What’s your favorite movie?
AH: “Howl’s Moving Castle.”
US: What two colors should never be worn together?
AH: Green and orange.
US: What have you always wanted to be for Halloween but
never dared?
AH: A ninja.
US: Who is your favorite singer?
AH: Billy Joel.
US: When was your best birthday and why?
AH: This past year. My dad came to see me, and my door was
decorated. I wasn’t expecting it.
US: U of U or BYU?
AH: It’s the lesser of two evils: U of U.
US: Would you rather play basketball or football?
AH: I’m better at basketball, so probably basketball.
US: What’s the best thing about USU?
AH: The social aspect. The people really are nice. Everyone
says on the videos that people are friendly, and it’s easy to
make friends.

FRESHMAN AMANDA HAWKS SAID she is not a True
Aggie and would choose the Marketplace over the Junction to
eat on campus. APRIL ASHLAND photo

AH: I tend to avoid them.
US: What’s your favorite color?
AH: Today it’s black.
US: Where’s your favorite place to eat on campus?
AH: I haven’t eaten at any of the little places but between the
Junction and Marketplace, I’d choose Marketplace.
US: What’s your ideal first date?
AH: Something not too awkward, a big group of people playing
games.
US: What’s your favorite car?
AH: Isuzu Rodeo.

US: What’s your favorite Olympic sport?
AH: Hurdles. They’re so hard, they impress me.
– april.ashland@aggiemail.usu.edu

US: What’s your favorite pain killer?

United: Promoting night of dancing with club
-continued from page 5

Three out of three doctors
recommend it: Insurance
Call the
Voice of Choice
and save up to 60%
or more!
No
appointment
necessary.

40 W Cache Valley Blvd (1250 N) Ste 3A
Monday-Friday 8 am-5 pm (435) 752-7200

came from watching all the chick flicks
The club is a combination of ballroom
where the girl is taken to a ball.
dancing and big band swing.
Julia said, “Any girl you ask likes to
Hess and Will said they wanted to use
dress up, dance and get taken out to din- the two clubs to host one night where
ner. It’s just what a chick flick is, only for anyone can learn any number of styles
real life.”
while keeping the identities of the clubs
Dave Hess said he felt the ball was
separate.
a good way to make students aware of
“It’s been a bigger challenge than
Dance United Club.
we anticipated to keep the identities
Hess, president over the Big Band
separate,” Hess said. “Dance United has
Swing Club, and Will said they had
become its own club.”
teamed up over the summer to start
Each side of Dance United has a numDance United in order to create interest
ber of people helping out. Will said he
for the many styles of dancing.
and Hess have at least 10 positions that
In previous years, Dance United was
volunteers have filled in order to keep
split between
the clubs running.
two clubs, Big
“We have a great group
“It’s been a bigger
Band Swing and
of people working with
challenge than we
Ballroom. Each
us, and I have enjoyed
club had a room
working with them,”
anticipated to keep
reserved in the
Hess said.
the identities sepaHPER one night a
Hess was the original
rate. Dance United has person overseeing the
week for anyone
who was interTuesday night dancing,
become its own club.”
ested.
– Dave Hess, co-president of but Joshua Ferrer, mathWill and Hess
ematics major, has volDance United unteered to take over.
said the HPER
decided to change
So far the club seems
its policy over the
to be doing well. Ferrer
summer and no
said on an average
longer allows clubs to reserve out rooms
night, if the club isn’t competing with
consistently during the school year. The
campus-oriented activities, Dance United
new policy only allows people to rent out brings in anywhere between 50-60 dancrooms the week of.
ers a week. Hess said about 120 people
“If you don’t have a consistent time
have signed up for Dance United and the
and meeting place, there’s no way to
number continues to grow. Hess said the
build a club,” Will said.
club membership has no limit so any
After the two clubs were notified
student can sign up anytime during the
about the policy change, Hess said he
year.
sought out the president of the Ballroom
Holding events like the Masquerade
Club to come up with something to help
Ball, Will said, is kind of a publicity
out both clubs.
stunt to bring in interest for Dance
Will and Hess said they decided to
United and it seems to be working.
use both clubs to promote one night of
“We have been working hard on makthe week for dancing. Hess said they
ing a positive brand image for Dance
were able to work out a deal with Club
United,” Will said.
New York to host Dance United there on
The Masquerade Ball isn’t the only
Tuesdays.
event held to heighten interest. The Big
“Dance United was the chosen name
Band Swing Club annually hosts the
because it is a conglomerate of different
Elite Hall Benefit. This year the benefit
dance clubs,” Hess said.
dance will be held at Hyrum’s Elite Hall

on Nov. 21. Hess said this year the club
plans on having a live band, performances by the swing teams and a lot of dancing. He said the benefit brings in about
200 people a year and is a lot of fun to
attend. The dance is to help raise money
to keep Elite Dance Hall running.
During the spring semester, Hess
said, Big Band Swing helps host Harlem
Nights, a two-day event in February.
It’s held in Logan, Hess said, but people
from all over come to Cache Valley to
enjoy performances and lessons from
professional big band swing artists and
nonstop dancing.
Will said the Ballroom Club is planing another ball aroudn April Fools Day.
On top of that, ballroom-dance teams
and swing teams perform all over Logan.
“Hopefully we are doing our part in
getting people interested,” Will said.
Ferrer said Dance United hosts dancing every Tuesday night at Club New
York from 8-11 p.m. Tickets cost $4 per
person per night. If people pay $5 to
become a member, they get in for $2 a
night, Ferrer said. Plus, he said, the first
20 members to show up get in for free.
Club New York has two separate
rooms that Dance United uses, one for
the Ballroom Club and one for the Big
Band Swing Club. Throughout the night,
there are drawings, prizes and lessons.
Each side, Ferrer said, teaches lessons
from 8-8:30 p.m. and another set of lessons from 9-9:30 p.m., so there are a
total of four lessons being taught every
night.
People can learn a variety of dance
styles, from ramba, salsa and waltz to
Charleston and Lindy Hop, Will said.
“People there are willing to teach all
night long,” Will said. “There are four
official lessons each night on the hour.
We definitely want beginners there. This
is not just a club for people who know
how to dance, it’s for people who want to
learn.”
– cassi.joe.cline@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Borel grows
up against
Bulldogs

GAME 7: USU 23, LA. TECH 21

By ADAM NETTINA
staff writer

to get the win, especially in a close game.
We were fighting to get them out on the last
drive.”
For much of the game, it didn’t look like
USU would need a defensive stand on fourth
down, late in the fourth quarter, to win.
Through three quarters, La. Tech’s offense
appeared predictable and callow, as it was
scoreless and Jenkins had only managed 34
yards passing. With All-WAC running back
Daniel Porter bottled up for the most part,
that left Livas’ second-quarter 100-yard kickoff
return as La. Tech’s only points.
Other than that one big play, USU’s kicking
game kept the ball out of Livas’ dangerous
hands for most of the game.
“I think Peter Caldwell did a nice job of
punting,” Andersen said. “We asked him to
kick it away from an unbelievably powerful

Diondre Borel didn’t pass
for 300 yards in Saturday’s
game. He didn’t account for
multiple touchdowns, and for
what seems like the first time
this season, he didn’t establish
new career highs in numerous
statistical categories. Unlike
last week, the junior quarterback from Oakley, Calif., didn’t
put himself in contention for
ESPN.com blogger Graham
Watson’s non-BCS “helmet
sticker” award.
Then again, Borel didn’t
have to. While the 6-foot, 174pound quarterback may not
have posted the kind of overthe-top statistical performance
fans have come to expect over
the last month of the season,
he did manage to do something far more important on
Saturday, leading the Aggies
(2-5, 1-2) to their first conference win of the season.
And he did it without
throwing an interception or
fumbling.
There have been numerous
storylines through the first
seven games of the Aggies’
season, but the maturation of
Borel and his ability to take to
Dave Baldwin’s spread offense
has been one of the most pleasant for Aggie fans. Borel’s
dual-threat physical ability has
always been apparent. He did,
after all, run for more than 600
yards and pass for more than
1,700 yards last year, despite
only starting nine games,
becoming only one of four FBS
quarterbacks in the country
to lead his team in both rushing and passing. The first half
of this season saw more of
the same, with Borel accounting for 13 total touchdowns
through the first six games.
Still, if there was one knock

- See BREAKTHROUGH, page 12

- See BOREL, page 12

WIDE RECEIVER STANLEY MORRISON evades a Louisiana Tech tackler. Morrison caught a touchdown pass in the second quarter of USU’s win
over the Bulldogs Saturday in Romney Stadium. PATRICK ODEN photo

Breakthrough
By G. CHRISTOPHER TERRY
assistant sports editor

Utah State made enough key plays in the
fourth quarter, including a stop on fourthand-short, to survive a 14-point rally by
Louisiana Tech and get its first WAC win.
USU controlled the game for the first three
quarters, but a Chris Ulinksi field goal with
10:58 remaining in the third was the last
points the Aggies were able to score. Trailing
by 16, La. Tech scored on a 26-yard pass from
Jenkins and converted for two points on a toss
from Jenkins to Phillip Livas. That left the
Bulldogs trailing by eight.
USU quickly went three and out and handed
the ball back to a La. Tech offense, which
had been shut down for virtually the entire
game, but was gaining confidence at exactly
the worst time for the Ags. Tech proceeded
to drive the football down the field, with two
explosive gains, a 29-yard pass from Jenkins

to Roosevelt Falls and the scoring play, a 20yarder to Dennis Morris, providing the bulk
of the yardage. Trailing by just two, head
coach Derek Dooley called for his offense to
set up on the left hash, so he could roll Jenkins
out to his right and create space for another
two-point conversion pass to Livas. In the second-most important play of the game, Jenkins
was pressured heavily and overthrew the 5-8
Livas.
After another short USU drive ended in a
Peter Caldwell punt, Jenkins and the Bulldogs
went back to work, looking to drive into
field-goal range with 4:01 remaining. Jenkins
moved his team from the Tech 16-yard line out
to the 50 but no further. After Jenkins fired
incomplete for Adrian Linwood on fourth and
three, USU took the field in victory formation.
“Obviously it was a team victory,” USU head
coach Gary Andersen said. “All phases played
a key factor, in a good way and a bad way, all
the way through the game. It was fantastic

Skatin’ Aggies dismantle Utes
By LANDON HEMSLEY
staff writer

Utah was checked, hard, back into reality after
surrendering two hat tricks and three shorthanded
goals when the Utes lost to Utah State at the Eccles Ice
Arena, 10-2, Friday Night.
Previous to its trip to Logan, Utah was 5-2 on the
season, having squeaked by the likes of Cal State
Fullerton, Mesa State University and Boise State
University by a combined margin of nine goals over
seven games. By comparison, the Aggies played one
game against Boise State last weekend. In that one
game alone, USU topped the Utes’ margin of victory,
outscoring Boise 11-1.
Last year, when USU played Utah, the Ags gored
the Utes by more than 15 goals per outing, regardless of the venue. The previous matchup between
the two schools left Utah gasping for breath after a
20-1 pounding in North Logan. USU was the heavy
pregame favorite, and the Aggies certainly did not

AGGIE WING TYLER MISTELBACHER closes
in on the Oliver Freij for one of his three goals in the
Eccles Ice Arena Friday night. PETE SMITHSUTH photo

disappoint.
With less than five minutes gone in the first period,
USU’s assistant captain Billy Gouthro had two goals
on the board for the Ags. The first of those came at
the 17:59 mark. Gouthro and his team set up their
powerplay in Utah’s zone. They swung the puck left,
right, back and forth looking for a weakness. Matt

Hamilton took a pass from behind the Ute goal and
swung it laterally to a cutting Gouthro. He shot and
scored. Precisely 1:54 later, with USU still maintaining Utah in the forecheck, captain David Wyman
advanced on the goal from the left side. He moved
behind the goal, looking for an opportunity, and
dished it to Gouthro. Gouthro controlled the puck
behind his goal, moved out, saw an opportunity on
the slim side of the goal and took it.
Shorthanded situations have proven to be quite
fruitful for USU as of late. The Aggies have scored
multiple shorthanded goals in each of the last three
games they have played, and Friday’s in-state showdown was no exception. As USU took on the penalty
kill, Jeremy Martin found himself with possession far
behind his own blue line. He sent it up the boards to
Gouthro, who outskated one defender, and passed the
puck to a streaking Wyman. Utah’s goaltender never
saw it coming. The pass connected, Wyman went left

- See UTES, page 12

Vandalized: Women’s volleyball squad falls in three sets
By CONNOR JONES
sports senior writer

The women’s volleyball team lost
in three sets to the Idaho Vandals on
Saturday night (26-24, 25-19, 25-19),
just five days after losing to the same
team at home in five sets.
The three-set shutout is the team’s
second winless match in a row and
its eighth straight set loss. The Aggies
continue to lose pace, dropping closer

to .500 on the year with a 12-11 overall
and a 3-7 conference record.
Hitting errors hurt USU in the first
set. After leading 24-20 in the first set,
USU dropped six straight points to
the Vandals, who took the set 26-24.
The final three points for ISU came off
Aggie hitting errors. For the set Idaho
hit a .191 (18-9-47) percentage while
USU hit a .151 (13-5-53).
The Aggies were unable to fight back
after the disappointing first set, losing
the second set by six points. Idaho led

at one point by eight points and outhit
the Aggies .222 (14-6-36) to .050 (119-40).
The third set saw the Vandals jump
out with a 7-1 lead before putting the
Aggies down by the same score of 2519. As Idaho’s hitting percentage got
progressively better, Utah State’s got
progressively worse. In the final set
USU hit .028 (10-9-36) to Idaho’s .273
(13-4-33).
For the night Idaho had 18 more digs,
11 more kills and 2.5 more team blocks

than the Aggies.
Shantell Durrant, middle blocker
from American Fork, had a team-high
eight kills and three blocks while
Christine Morrill, libero from Neola,
led the Aggies with 17 digs.
After a disappointing 0-3 week for
USU, the girls return home to the Dee
Glenn Smith Spectrum, where they are
26-10 in WAC play, to host Louisiana
Tech on Thursday at 7 p.m.
– c.h.j@aggiemail.usu.edu

TouchBase
WAC soccer
tournament to
stream online
BY USU ATHLETICS

The Western Athletic
Conference, in conjunction
with its Web-site partner JumpTV Sports, has
announced it will stream
all of the matches of the
2009 WAC soccer tournament. Viewers can sign up
by visiting www.WAC.tv.
The soccer tournament
will be held in Boise, Idaho,
Nov. 5-8, and will feature
the top six teams in the
WAC. Two first-round
matches will be played on
Thursday, Nov. 5, with the
winners moving on to face
the top two seeds in the
semifinals the next day.
The championship will
be played at 1:00 p.m. (MT)
on Sunday, Nov. 8.
All five matches can be
seen on WAC.tv by accessing the soccer tournament
package for a one-time
price of $10.95.

Men’s hoops
concludes first
week of practice
BY USU ATHLETICS

Utah State’s men’s basketball team concluded its
first full week of practice
with a closed scrimmage
Saturday morning in the
Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
as veteran head coach
Stew Morrill ran his team
through four 10-minute
sessions.
Senior point guard
Jared Quayle led Utah State
as he finished the scrimmage with 13 points, eight
rebounds, seven assists and
no turnovers. Quayle, who
was named to the Western
Athletic Conference’s preseason first-team earlier
this week, shot 4-of-7 from
the field, 1-of-1 from threepoint range and 4-of-5
from the free throw line.
Utah State’s leading
scorer on Saturday was
junior college transfer Nate
Bendall who played at USU
as a freshman during the
2005-06 season, before
serving an LDS church
mission and then spending one season at Salt Lake
Community College. The
junior forward had 15
points on 6-of-10 shooting
to go along with a teamleading nine rebounds.
Junior forward Tai
Wesley, who was named to
the WAC’s preseason second-team, had 14 points on
5-of-8 shooting, to go along
with seven rebounds, while
fellow junior forward Matt
Formisano finished with
14 points as well on 7-of-9
shooting.
Sophomore forward
Brady Jardine also scored
in double-figures as he
had 10 points on 4-of-9
shooting to go along with
six rebounds, while junior
forward transfer Morgan
Grim had 10 points on 5of-8 shooting.
Junior guard Tyler
Newbold also played well
during the scrimmage as he
finished with four points
on 1-of-5 shooting.
but had six rebounds and
seven assists.
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Baseball ends on a downer
By DAN FAWSON
staff writer

Idaho State 6, USU 4
A dreary fall afternoon
seemed to match the temperament of the Utah State club
baseball team.
Two weeks removed from a
highly competitive four-game
series with in-state rival and
conference powerhouse Weber
State, the Aggies concluded the
fall season with a lackluster
effort in a Saturday doubleheader against Idaho State,
falling 6-4 in game one.
“With the weather we’ve
had this week, I came out here
at 8:30 this morning and I
totally expected the field to be
under water and we were just
going to cancel the games,”
head coach Brett Al-amari
said. “I think all the players
were expecting (us) to cancel.
Then they find out that we are
playing, and they kind of stroll
in here and just all the way
from the beginning of batting
practice today, everyone didn’t
really seem to be into it.”
Even the normally stellar
pitching of ace Ryan Doyle
failed Utah State in its final
series of the fall season. The
Bengals’ catcher opened the
scoring in the first inning with
a two-run double to deep center field, as both teams traded
runs early on.
Two ISU errors in the bottom of the second inning
helped the Aggies tie the score
2-2, but the Bengals quickly
regained a 3-2 lead off of third
baseman Byron Hunt’s sacrifice fly in the third.
The Aggies tied the score
again in the fourth inning
when catcher Jaimel Javier
grounded into a double play
which plated Erik Swensen, but
USU’s momentum was short
lived as the Benglas followed
with solo home runs in both
the fifth and sixth innings,
regaining the lead for good.
On an overwhelmingly
negative day, the return of

AN AGGIE BATTER digs in against Idaho State University pitching. The baseball club lost both games it played against the Bengals
this weekend. CODY GOCHNOUR photo

outfielder Kevin Hall may
have been the Aggies biggest
positive. Hall, one of the recognized vocal leaders of the team,
played in his first game of the
fall season after recovering
from shoulder surgery.
“He’ll be such a huge
addition to the team (in the
spring),” Al-amari said. “Every
time he steps on the field he
expects to win, and that is the
exact attitude that we’ve lacked
this entire fall.”
Idaho State 13, USU 10
Game two of the doubleheader saw the Aggies go from
flat to flat and sloppy.
In the final game of its fall
season, errors, missed signs

and inefficient pitching proved
too much for Utah State to
overcome in a 13-10 loss to
the Bengals. The loss seemed
almost a fitting end to the
Aggies lackluster fall season.
“I would be lying if I didn’t
say that the fall has been disappointing,” Al-amari said.
“After our first two weeks of
practice, I totally expected us
to be the best team we’ve had
here.”
Al-amari stressed the
Aggies still have the potential
to be the best team in the
conference but need a lot of
off-season work and a change
of attitude before the spring
season.
“We just really need to be
smarter baseball players,” Al-

amari said. “We just need to do
the little things.”
In reference to the Weber
State series, Al-amari said
the team has a tendency to
compete well in perceived big
games but give half-hearted
efforts against some of its less
respected opponents.
“We get up for those
games, we really compete in
those games,” Al-amari said
of Weber State, “but I think
we, based on past experience,
kind of look down on these
other teams. We just need to
come out and compete in every
game.”
The Aggies had another
shaky start in game two, as
pitcher Cody Ferguson surrendered a three-run homer
to Hunt in the first inning.
Despite being slow out of the
gates, the Aggies had a number
of opportunities to seize control of the game but were never
able to take full advantage of a
Bengals pitching staff, which
surrendered nine walks and hit
three Aggie batters.
A wild bottom half of the
second inning saw USU plate
four runs en route to a 4-3
lead, despite going hitless in
the stanza. Five walks, two
errors, a wild pitch and a sacrifice bunt made things easy
for the Aggie offense, but the
Bengals quickly regained control of the game in the third
inning, taking a 6-4 lead.
The Aggies tied the score
6-6 in the fourth inning after
another ISU error accounted
for two more runs, but the
Bengals’ bats caught fire over
the final three innings as they
closed the game on a 7-2 run.
Al-amari was frustrated but
not without hope for the allimportant spring season.
“I’ve been disappointed
with the way we’ve performed,”
Al-amari said, “but we’ve definitely got a lot of talent that
I’m excited about.”

The Aggies’ last game of the regular season
was against the University of Utah Saturday
night. Coming off a momentum-building
game against Salt Lake Community College
just two days earlier in which they won 3-1 in
comeback fashion, the Aggies came into their
season finale on a bit of a roll. Unfortunately,
the roll came to a halt as they fell short to
Utah 1-0 in a defensive struggle.
Unlike every other home game USU has
had this season, the Utes did not score within
the first 10 minutes of the game. In fact, the
A SOCCER PLAYER leaps to head Aggies played the best defensive game all
year.
the ball. TODD JONES photo

“We won the possession battle throughout the entire game,” USU defenseman Trey
Leonard said. “We had the ball for 60 to 70
percent of the game, we just couldn’t finish.”
Part of the Aggies’ offensive woes was losing team captain and leader Dave Firmage to
a knee injury at the beginning of the second
half. Firmage was in scoring position when he
collided with a player from Utah. Firmage was
carried off the field and sidelined for the rest
of Saturday’s action.
“It’s always hard to see one of your best
players go down,” fellow team captain Danny
Fonseca said. “But you have to keep going and
keep playing hard.”
– steve.clark@aggiemail.usu.edu

Aggie tennis shows well at regional championships
By LANDON HEMSLEY
staff writer

Utah State’s Alex Thatcher
and Nate Ballam advanced
to the sweet 16 doubles
round of competition in
the Intercollegiate Tennis
Association’s Mountain
Regional Championships held
in Las Vegas over the weekend.
Thatcher and Ballam
opened up the tournament
by defeating Nevada’s Gabe
Kanzelmeyer and Kyle Walker,

8-6. Also, USU’s Amit Maharaj
and freshman Sven Poslusny
trounced Montana’s Ben
DeMarois and Mike Facey,
8-0. Maharaj and Poslusny
lost in the next round to the
ninth seeded Pawel Turzanski
and Corey Smith from the
University of Montana.
Thatcher and Ballam,
meanwhile, defeated their second round foe and moved on
to the third round. The Aggie
duo fell to Idaho’s Glukhov and
Alex Joitoiu, 9-7, in a closely

contested game.
In the consolation round,
many of the Ags’ opponents
defaulted. Thatcher’s and
Ballam’s opponents from
Idaho State University, Danel
Barrenetxea and Javier Royo,
withdrew from the competition before facing their opponents, as did Denver’s Jens
Vorkefeld and Yannick Weihs.
The duo from Denver was set
to face off against Aggies Alex
Daines and Matt Braithwaite
before withdrawing.

Part Time Snowsports
Instructors Wanted!
Hiring Clinic
Starts Wednesday,
Wednesday
November 4th 7-9PM
HPER Room 118
HPER Rm 111E

Positions are available
for Alpine and Telemark
Skiing and Snowboarding.

– majerusforpresident@
yahoo.com

Men’s soccer falls to the Utes
By STEVE CLARK
staff writer

Answers
To Today’s
Crossword
Puzzle!

In singles action, USU’s
Bryan Marchant was the only
Aggie to win two straight
matches in Vegas before being
moved into the consolation
bracket. Marchant, one tennis player in a field of 128,
cruised past Montana State’s
Alberto Fuentes, winning in
two straight sets, 6-1, 6-0, and
continued by notably defeating Laurent Garcin of Nevada,

- See DOUBLES, page 12
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Clubs out of control

News Editor
Rachel A. Christensen

C

ollege life is the time, when as students, we
are told to get out of our comfort zones and
get involved with different organizations
and clubs. There are hundreds of clubs to join that
gives students the opportunity to perform service,
provide leadership, perfect an art or socialize and
the list goes on and on. Lately, it seems anyone
is able to create some type of organization. And
because of this mad dash of creating random USU
clubs, are the organizations and their purposes
getting a little too out of hand?
Clubs are required to have some type of educational purpose. For example, the Dietetics Club
mission statement states it was created to “provide students information concerning dietetics,
healthy eating and participate in nutrition-related
service activities.” Similarly, the Voices for Planned
Parenthood’s mission is to “educate the university community about reproductive health and
rights.”
These organizations serve meaningful purposes
that will provide some type of education for life.
But what about the clubs such as the Aggie Nap
Club? Its mission statement states it was created to
“provide students with the opportunity to take a
well deserved nap.”
Don’t forget about the organization of Fort Night.
It provides students with a study night during
Finals Week where people can build blanket
forts. Maybe you want to be a part of the Hacky
Sack Club whose mission statement states that
the “club exists for the enjoyment of hacky sack.”
What is the educational purpose in that?
According to the Council of Student Clubs and
Organizations (CSCO) Handbook, the funding for
these clubs is available for the promoting of student involvement and Aggie pride. Priority is given
to clubs or organizations that promote academic
and educational pursuits, social development and
overall participation at USU. However, clubs can
still carry out fundraisers to earn money to fund
their different events and activities. Why should
money be spent on clubs that will not serve any
true benefit to students? Knowing how to build
the best blanket fort or falling asleep the quickest
during nap time is not going to get any student
very far in the world outside college life.
Let’s make ourselves a little more productive
and get involved with stuff that matters. Let’s quit
trying to be the school with the most creative and
unique clubs. Let’s prove ourselves and be the students that make the most out of life and are successful. Let’s not be the school where nap time,
blanket forts or hacky sack is our No. 1 priority.

Sifting through the
issue for students

F

or the past seven years, I’ve
had the best Halloween
costume ever. With my red
jacket, straw hat and vote button, I’ve masqueraded as one
of the more scary Halloween
characters: a politician. To
make the point, I usually have
to pin a sign on my back that
reads, “I’m a politician – now
that’s scary.” Last year was an
especially fine Halloween for
me – with a special costume I
was able to convince scores of
local high school students that I
was Sarah Palin (“you betcha”).
This year is the final year I will
don my politician costume as,
in real life, I come to the end of
my eight years as a member of
the Logan City Council.
There has been a lot of buzz
going around campus about
this year’s mayoral and council
elections in Logan. And that’s
a good thing. As elected officials and wannabe officials,
it’s exciting when we can get
USU students interested in the
campaign. If USU students
(you guys) consistently turned
out to vote, you would have a
major impact on local politics.
Getting you excited about voting – awesome. Getting you
informed about the issues?
Now there’s the challenge.
The approach some candidates are using to get USU
students out to vote seems
more like a scare tactic, involving a whole lot of hype about

what Logan is or isn’t considering as they study a proposal
for Landlord Licensing. Since
I’m in the unique position of
actually having read and then
tabled this proposal, and since
I’m not running for re-election,
please allow me to respond to
some of the rumors.
Q. Is Logan trying to charge
landlords $250 per unit? That
will increase my rent.
A. Nope. The only proposal
that we’ve reviewed suggests
an annual business license fee
of $25 per landlord, not per
unit. A landlord could have 1
unit or 100 units – it would still
be a $25 fee.
Q. If Logan makes landlords
get a license, could they come
into an apartment anytime they
wanted to, just to look for any
kind of violation?
A. No. The purpose of
entering a property would be
for a routine inspection (that by
law could not occur more than
once every three years) or to
respond to a safety complaint
from the tenant. (“Hey, there
are bare wires hanging in my
apartment” or “I think there’s
a gas leak.”) Inspectors would
have to have the permission
of the tenant and enter during
business hours. If a landlord
refused to allow entry and the
tenant’s complaint involved a
serious safety concern, a judge

- See RENT, page 11
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ForumLetters
Higher taxes are important
To the editor:
Friday’s article about the lecture by tax
policy adviser Harry Gutman summarizes
him as saying he “knows (higher taxes) aren’t
what anybody wants.” I’m not sure about
this “anybody” he speaks for. It’s not me and,
presumably, it can’t be the resounding majority who voted in favor of higher taxes for the
wealthy last November.
Perhaps Gutman meant, “The shrinking
minority of Americans who‘ve benefited
from the last 28 years of corporate free-forall, those with incomes that haven’t yet disappeared as a result of greed and waste and
pursuit of profit above all else – all these people wouldn’t like to see their taxes raised.”
The article notes the obvious point that
“there are many countries that are taxed
much more yet still have a higher standard
of living than the U.S.” I like the statement.
I like facts. But it’s rather annoying that it’s
presented as if it ought to surprise. After three
decades of slashing taxes for the wealthy, we

Web Editor

Letters to
the editor •
A public forum

are beginning to feel the results – we’ve only
begun to see the crippling effects of deregulation and tax cuts.
What is so horrifying is how we fail to
learn from countries around us and our own
past: Higher taxes stabilize, equalize, lessen
individual risk and are the most cost effective way to pay for such volatile expenses as
health care and military action.
Of course, while so many Americans persist in the delusion that hard work correlates
to wealth, we’ll continue to see middle- and
lower-class Americans believing – against all
evidence – that lower corporate taxes and
regressive tax policies are in their best interest
– because they are working hard, and they
will get there soon.
If this country survives, it will be through
stabilizing and equalizing. It will be, in part,
through higher taxes. We can go the way of
successful European nations, or we can crash
and burn, clutching our Ayn Rand collection
as the floor crumbles beneath us.
John Gilmore

Watch and learn, time will pass

T

here are two fictional characters that are
emblematic of my existence as a middleaged USU student: Thornton Melon and
Pierce Hawthorne.
Thornton Melon is a character in the 1986
film “Back to School.” Played by the immortal
Rodney Dangerfield, Melon is a successful businessman in his 50s who decides to motivate his
son to finish college by enrolling in the same
school. The plot is insignificant. The film was
only a vehicle for Dangerfield to spout off his
hilarious one liners. And they are damn funny.
The film has cameos by Sam Kinison and Danny
Elfman – with his old band Oingo Boingo – as
well as a very young Robert Downey Jr., who
sports blue hair throughout the film.
Melon takes nothing seriously. For Melon,
college is a big party and he is by far less mature
than some students more than half his age. I
empathize with this. Sometimes forgetting that
I am creeping
up on age 40,
I find myself,
many times,
acting more
Re-Entry Thoughts
goofy than my
classmates – many of who were not born when
Thornton Melon was cracking jokes in movie
theaters across America. I try to tell myself that
this is not sad or pathetic. I say over and over in
my head that I just like being the joker in a room.
This stratagem works about as good as me wearing dark shirts to hide my protruding girth.
A newer but much more complex character
is Pierce Hawthorne. This character, played by
Chevy Chase, debuted last month on the laughout-loud funny NBC sitcom “Community.” A
self-described “moist towelette tycoon,”
Hawthorne is another 50-ish man who is one of
seven community college students that meet in
a Spanish 101 study group – though they never
actually study. Hawthorne always seems to say
inappropriate things during serious moments.
He is uncouth but ignorant of how awkward he
is. This pretty much is my existence in Logan. To
me, being blunt and saying outrageous things is
just a way to pepper a conversation. After five
years in this town, there are people who still
drop their jaw in exasperation when I firebomb
a chitchat with something that you normally
would not hear in mixed company. When it
comes to me saying something scurrilous, it is
not a matter of if but when.
As your humble columnist, connecting
myself to these characters creates a problem for
me. The title of my column is “Unconventional
Wisdom.” Currently, I have a boat load of
unconventional and only a morsel of wisdom.

Unconventional
Wisdom

It is hard for me to share my sagacity with all
of you when so little of it is based on success.
Melon and Hawthorne are old and loutish, but
they did something with their lives. Is the crux of
my semester-long argument going to be “do as I
say, not as I do?”
I pondered this question all week. What
exactly can I as a re-entry student offer my
younger Aggies to help them? I came up with
three things.
First, stay in shape. Twenty-five years and 40
pounds ago, I could eat two cheesesteaks and
a stromboli for lunch and not gain any weight.
Then I went from a size 38 waist to a 46 in the
blink of a Thanksgiving dinner. I am still physically active. I walk many miles, swim and play
racquetball. The main problem now is that after
these activities, especially racquetball, I collapse
on the floor with crooked legs that resemble
a deer that just got hit by a Ford Explorer. It
shouldn’t be a pre-requisite for my racquetball partner to know CPR. This is a particular
problem for me with my Shakespeare class.
Three days a week I have to lug a cinder block
that passes for the complete works of the Bard
around campus. No one should be out of breath
walking to an English class. Get in shape, stay in
shape or face a life in which you profusely sweat
in 50-degree weather.
Next, appreciate school. Honestly, is writing
an essay on a subject you hate the worst thing
you have to do this week? I worked when I got
out of high school. Never really thought college
mattered. I took a few classes at a community
college during the ‘90s. After two semesters, I
considered it a burden. Now, a few short weeks
from graduation I can testify that being a college
student was something I should have done two
decades ago. We are the privileged ones. We
sit in classrooms and debate. This is like stealing.
Savor it.
My last piece of advice? Watch “Back To
School” and “Community” and laugh hysterically. Old people attending college is funny. I
laugh at myself every day.
Harry Caines is a senior reentry student majoring
in interdisciplinary studies from Philadelphia.
Unconventional Wisdom
will appear every Monday
. Comments can be left
at www.aggietownsquare.com or sent
to chiefsalsa@yahoo.
com

Karlie Brand

About letters

• Letters should be limited to 400 words.
• All letters may be
shortened, edited or
rejected for reasons
of good taste, redundancy or volume of
similar letters.
• Letters must be
topic oriented. They
may not be directed
toward individuals.
Any letter directed to
a specific individual
may be edited or not
printed.
• No anonymous letters will be published.
Writers must sign all
letters and include a
phone number or email address as well
as a student identification number (none of
which is published).
Letters will not be
printed without this
verification.
• Letters representing
groups – or more
than one individual
– must have a singular
representative clearly
stated, with all necessary identification
information.
• Writers must wait 21
days before submitting successive letters
– no exceptions.
• Letters can be hand
delivered or mailed
to The Statesman in
the TSC, Room 105,
or can be e-mailed to
statesman@aggiemail.
usu.edu, or click on
www.aggietownsquare.com for
more letter guidelines
and a box to submit
letters. (Link: About
Us.)

Online poll
With the upcoming
mayoral elections upon
us, The Utah Statesman
would like to know if
you feel that it is important as student members
of the Cache Valley
community to vote.
•

Yes

•

No

•

Undecided

Visit us on the Web at
www.aggietownsquare.
com to cast your vote.
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Introducing you to ASUSU
Activities Director Josh Nagao

H

i Aggies. To introduce myself: My
name is Josh Nagao,
and I am currently serving
as the activities director
for ASUSU. The purpose
of this article is so I can
introduce myself, explain a
little about what I do, and
let you know how you can
get involved with me.
First off, I am a senior
here at USU. I am graduating this spring with a degree
in exercise science, hoping to start dental school
next fall. I am from North
Ogden, not to be confused
with Ogden, and graduated from Weber High. I
have been involved with
many things here at USU.
I started out as a freshman here playing with the
Waterpolo Club. When I
got back from participating
in two years of service for
my church I decided to join
the Sigma Chi fraternity.
One of my fraternity brothers had been a member
of the A-team, involved in
New Student Orientation
that we all remember so
fondly and recommended
that I apply. Being a member of the A-Team gave
me a great opportunity to
get involved with incoming students and also to
meet many of the officers

of ASUSU. Last spring I
decided to run for student
body president and sadly
didn’t make the finals by six
votes. I was disappointed
but still
wanted
to help
out with
s o m e thing. I
decided
to apply
for the
position
of activities director.
I
think that
not being
elected
as
stud e n t
b o d y
presi dent was
a good
thing for Josh Nagao
me because I love my position and think it is a much
better fit for my strengths.
As activities director I am
responsible for planning
some of the major events
held on campus including
the Howl, Mardi Gras and
the End of Year Bash. We
also plan smaller events
(called slash events) like
movie premiers, hypnotist
nights, etc. This year we

Rent: Landlord changes
-continued from page 10

would have to grant an administrative search
warrant in order for the city to enter and inspect.
By the way, Logan already has the power to
enter apartments to respond to these types
of safety complaints. A new landlord licensing
program wouldn’t give Logan any power that it
doesn’t already have in this regard.
Q. Won’t Logan just force landlords to bring
all of these old apartments up to current city
code? That will raise my rent.
A. Another no. Logan can only require buildings to be brought up to the code that was in
place when they were built. The only exceptions
would be things like requiring apartments to
have smoke detectors or other basic safety precautions.
Q. Isn’t it taking away someone’s “property
rights” to make them get a license?
A. Absolutely not. Business licenses provide
safeguards for consumers and business owners,
and they’re required for all kinds of businesses
– restaurants, day care, retail stores, etc. My
teenage son’s lawnmowing company even had

are also planning a fashion show party the week
before spring break.
In activities we are
always looking for people
to
volunteer
and help
plan the
events for
the year.
If
you
are interested you
can contact me
at Joshua.
nagao@
aggiemail.usu.
edu, visit
me in my
office in
R o o m
332 on
the third
floor of
the TSC
or come to our activities
meetings on Tuesday nights
at 8 p.m., also on the third
floor.
The next big event we
have coming up is the 31st
annual Howl. The Howl
is the largest Halloween
party in Utah. This year
the theme is “Alice in
Wonderland.” Doors will
open at 8 p.m. Massive
Monkees from season four

Page 11
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of “America’s Best Dance
Crew” on MTV will be performing alongside USU’s
own dance crews Vilociti
and Full Circle and mentalist Craig Karges. An oxygen bar will be flowing all
night in the Skyroom. With
a DJ in the lounges, bands
in the Walnut room and
movies in the auditorium
there will be something
for everyone. Make sure
you get your tickets early.
Don’t be late to this very
important date.
Prizes for the costume
contest are:
Girls Best – $200 gift card
to Victoria Secret and a
Vooray Hoodie; Guys
Best – Nintendo Wii; Best
Overall – iPod Touch, Skull
Candy Ti Headphones, $50
gift card to iTunes Store
and a Vooray Hoodie.
Tickets can be purchased
at the USU ticket office
located in the Spectrum
or in the Card Office in
the TSC. We don’t allow
props, masks or weapons.
And generally offensive
dress will not be admitted.
Everyone must have valid
state or USU student ID at
door. This year the Howl is
sponsored by USU Charter
Credit Union and Vooray.
We are excited to have
students volunteer, plan
and, of course, attend our
events this year.

@ www.
aggietownsquAre.com

Comments may be directed to joshua.nagao@aggiemail.usu.edu

a business license. If someone owns and rents
property as a business, it is reasonable to require
a business license.
Q. How would USU students benefit from
Landlord Licensing?
A. Well, that’s a matter of opinion at this
point. But many citizens, elected officials and
even landlords that I’ve visited with believe that
licensing rental units will increase the overall
safety of rental properties. That’s good for students. And as a parent of college students living
in another college town, I know that I would
have some measure of reassurance knowing
that my kids’ apartments had passed a basic
safety inspection.
So there you go. The facts aren’t nearly as
exciting as the rhetoric, but often political issues
aren’t that exciting ... just like dressing up as a
politician may not be the scariest Halloween
costume. But using scare tactics just to get
students out to vote? Now that gives me the
creeps.
Tami Pyfer is a clinical instructor in the special
education department. She is finishing her second and last term on the Logan City Council.
She is the council liaison to ASUSU and the university adviser for USU’s Rotaract Club. She can
be reached at tami.pyfer@usu.edu

Diamonds are Forever
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AGGIE
For more than a century, thousands of couples throughout Northern Utah
have experienced fair and honest transactions at S.E. Needham Jewelers.
We consistently beat the prices of 50-70% off sales, so-called wholesale
SULFHVLQWHUQHWVLWHVDQGVWXGHQWGLVFRXQWV<RXZLOOÀQGVXSHULRUYDOXHDW
our store; we offer a 30-day money-back guarantee to back it up.

LOVE ROCKS

S

Students & Faculty
Receive

30% OFF

Store Hours:

The Diamond Engagement Ring Store...since 1896

Monday - Saturday
10:00 - 7:00

141 North Main • 752-7149
www.seneedham.com

The Diamond Gall ery
Your Engagement Ring Specialist
435.753.4870 • 45 North Main
(Next to Persian Peacock & across from Tabernacle)
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Borel: No turnovers by junior quarterback
-continued from page 8

AGGIE LINEBACKER BOBBY WAGNER looks for room to
run after his interception. CODY GOCHNOUR photo

critics had on Borel, it was
that he couldn’t perform when
the game was on the line and
was unable to get the Aggies
over the proverbial hump that
separates a moral victory with
an actual victory. There have
been times when he has turned
the ball over at critical times
– such as in a week six loss to
Nevada – while his ability to
make the all-important option
reads in Baldwin’s spread
scheme has been sometimes
been suspect. Indeed, if one
thing could be said of Borel
through the first half of the
season, it was that in the presence of adversity, he had the
propensity to press and to try
to do too much. Key word: had.
As Gary Andersen commented after Utah State’s 25-23
win over Louisiana Tech (3-4,
2-2), Borel showed real progress in his ability to manage
the offense, displaying the ability to lead the team to victory
by not trying to do too much.

“I thought Diondre
just took what was there,”
Andersen said. “It was a tough
go, and it was tough sledding
for him – there was no question. I think that he managed
the game, number one and
number two; he didn’t start to
press or panic or start to push,
which is a very natural thing to
do at that point. He definitely
continues to grow as a quarterback.”
One of the reasons Borel
was successful on Saturday
was because of the gameplan
employed by Andersen and
Baldwin, who utilized the “pistol” formation – made famous
by coach Chris Ault’s Nevada
offense – against the Bulldogs.
Andersen explained that the
switch to the pistol formation
helped to give the Aggie running game a more physical
presence, which in turn aided
Borel when he did decide to
pass.
“We wanted to be more

physical, and we wanted to be
more downhill, and we wanted
to stop people from overplaying us,” Andersen said.
The ability to keep
Louisiana Tech’s defense honest and focused on the run
game was more than apparent
at the 13:31 mark in the second
quarter. After failing to generate much offense in the first
quarter, Borel showed excellent
poise on the Aggies’ fifth drive
of the game, eluding oncoming Bulldog defenders to find
receiver Stanley Morrison for a
41-yard touchdown reception.
Borel finished the day with
188 yards and a touchdown
through the air, but it was his
play down the stretch – and
lack of mistakes – that really
made the win special.
Unlike previous games,
Borel wasn’t reckless with the
football or his decision making when the game was on the
line for Utah State. If anything,
Borel was poised and confident

in directing the Aggie offense,
which didn’t self-destruct when
the Bulldogs made a fourth
quarter comeback bid. While
the Aggie defense deserves
much of the credit for the win,
Andersen said not to overlook
the offenses’ ability to hang on.
“It was huge,” Andersen
said. “Absolutely huge. You
say what the offense did at the
end of the game, and they did
a nice job of controlling the
football and putting us in a
position (to win).”
The Aggies will be hard
pressed to accomplish their
principal goal for 2009, needing to win all but one of their
final five games to get bowl
eligibility. Nevertheless, with
Borel showing real improvement as a leader and manager,
Utah State is laying the foundation for future success.
– adamnettina@gmail.com

Doubles: Men’s tennis completes fall schedule
-continued from page 9
who held the fifteenth seed in the bracket.
That’s as far as Marchant got.
In the second day of competition,
Marchant made his way out of the main
draw, just falling to Fabio Biassion in
straight sets, 6-4, 7-5. In the consolation bracket, Marchant squeaked by

Idaho’s Stanislav Glukhov, 6-4, 3-6, 7-6.
Marchant’s next match wasn’t as close. He
lost to Matei Stakne of New Mexico State
in straight sets, 6-3, 6-3.
USU Head Coach Christian Wright was
optimistic in his appraisal of the tournament.

“It has been a good tournament for
us,” Wright said. “We’ve been able to see
where we’re at and where many of the
teams we will play in the season are at. I
feel confident that we will be ready to go
in January.”
– la.hem@aggiemail.usu.edu

Breakthrough: Aggies hang on for close win
-continued from page 8
weapon.”
USU did the majority of its
scoring damage in the second
quarter. USU quarterback Diondre
Borel opened up the scoring when
he faked a handoff to tailback
Robert Turbin, who would finish
with a hard-earned 95 yards on 22
carries, then looked deep for his
favorite receiver Stanley Morrison,
who had beaten his single coverage
down the east sideline. Borel hit
Morrison with a perfect rainbow
deep strike.
La. Tech fumbled the ensuing kickoff and Ulinski tacked on
three points, setting up Livas’ 100yard bolt to the end zone. With the
score 10-7, USU got a big play from
2297 North Main, Logan
753-6444

Dervin Speight, who found a seam
and jetted 44 yards to pay dirt.
The halftime score would have
been 17-7, but as Jenkins tried to
move his offense into position to
score with 1:14 remaining, USU
linebacker Bobby Wagner punished him for trying to throw over
his head, elevating and extending
completely to reel in a spectacular
one-handed interception, which
set up another Ulinski field goal
just before the half ended.
“I saw the quarterback throw
the seam route,” safety Walter
McClenton, who finished with a
team-high 13 tackles filling on
for James Brindley, said. “Rajric
(Coleman) and I were on top of it

in cover 2. I saw Bobby grab that
ball out of the air and I was like,
‘wow.’”
Both Andersen and defensive
coordinator Bill Busch were quick
to praise the resilience of an Aggie
defense that played its best game
of the year despite losing several
key players to injury: second-team
All-WAC linebacker Paul Igboeli
sat out after being injured against
Nevada, All-WAC safety Brindley
was lost on the first series, and top
cover corner Kejon Murphy was
injured in a big collision next to
the La. Tech sideline in the third
quarter.
“It was a gut check,” Busch
said. “We kept on looking around

because there was no one left to
come in and we were out of people.
It was unbelievable.”
Added Andersen, “The one
thing about this football team to
me is how they are growing up. If
you look at the defensive side of
the football, you take out Igboeli,
Brindley and Murphy, those are
three great players. Those are
three of our best defensive players.
The young men stepped up and
found a way to make plays.”
On deck for the Aggies is a
road date with Fresno State and
the WAC’s leading rusher, Ryan
Mathews.
– graham.terry@aggiemail.usu.edu

Utes: Ags ride hat tricks to win
-continued from page 8
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and the Utah goaltender went right. A fourth
goal scored just previous to Wyman’s made the
score 4-0 after the first period.
Gouthro said the shorthanded goal was
instrumental in dismantling the Utes.
“It took the wind from their sails right from
the get-go,” Gouthro said. “We’ve got a lot of
speed on our team, and we use it on the penalty
kill with Wyman, myself, Brendan MacDonald
and (Tyler) Mistelbacher. We use it well, and
when we’re going, we’re going. We get good at
penalty killing, so against these weaker teams
we’re able to pop a couple.”
Head coach Jon Eccles and Gouthro were
pleased with the Aggies’ dominating performance in the first period.

“We came out alive in the first period,” Eccles
said. “We had a lot of excitement, enthusiasm,
and it showed by how well we played.”
“It’s a team effort,” Gouthro said. “We were
definitely working our systems and coming
along. You could see it in our game play. It’s
progress.”
Gouthro wasn’t done. At the end of the first,
USU led 4-0. By the time the clock read 12:00
in the second period, Gouthro had received his
hat trick, assisted by David Wyman, and USU
led 6-1.
– la.hem@aggiemail.usu.edu

www.a-bay-usu.com

November 5th 7:00pm-10:00pm
November 6th 9:00am-10:00pm
November 7th 9:00am-8:00pm
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Announcement
$QQRXQFHPHQWV
&KULVWLDQ%LEOH6WXG\
6XQGD\  SP )RRG 6FLHQFH %XLOGLQJ
5RRPZZZKRWPWY
(PPDQXHO%DSWLVW&KXUFKLQ+\UXPZRUWK
WKHGULYHZZZHEFK\UXPFRP
:DUUHQ 0LOOHUV 6NL DQG 6QRZERDUGLQJ
)LOP |'\QDVW\} )UHH 0LGZHHN /LIW
WLFNHWWRWKH&DQ\RQV YDOXHJRRG
DOO VHDVRQ DQG VXEVFULSWLRQ WR 6NLLQJ
0DJD]LQH IRU DOO SDLG DWWHQGHHV .HQW
&RQFHUW +DOO SP 1RY  $GYDQFH
WLFNHW  DW $OV RU WKH )LQH $UWV&6$
7LFNHW2IILFH  'RRU
$SDUWPHQWVIRU5HQW
Apartments

)HPDOH&RQWUDFWIRU6DOH
)HPDOHFRQWUDFWIRUVDOHIRUVSULQJVHPHV
WHU+RXVHORFDWHGDWERWWRPRIROG
PDLQKLOOIUHHSDUNLQJDQGJDVLQFOXGHG

LQWHUQHWDQGXWLOLWLHVH[WUDVKDUHGEHG
URRP ZLWK JUHDW URRPPDWHV &DOO ZLWK
DQ\TXHVWLRQV
$JJLH9LOODJH/DUJH3ULYDWH%HGURRP
6SULQJ &RQWUDFW )HPDOH , DP VHOOLQJ
P\ FRQWUDFW IRU D VLQJOH $JJLH 9LOODJH
/DUJH%HGURRPDSDUWPHQW:LOOKDYHD
URRPDWHEXW\RXZLOOKDYH\RXURZQSUL
YDWHURRP7RWDOSD\PHQWRILVWKH
WRWDOKRXVLQJIHH\RXSD\WRWKH8QLYHU
VLW\ZKLFKLQFOXGHVDOOXWLOLWLHVLQWHUQHW
FDEOH DQG PRVW DPHQLWLHV 7KHUH LV D
ODXQGU\PDWRQVLWHZLWKKRRNXSVDYDLO
DEOHLQDSDUWPHQW,WLVDQLFHDSDUWPHQW
RQFDPSXV RQO\DPLQXWHZDON DQG
QHDUERWK$JJLH6KXWWOHDQG&976EXV
VWRSV 7KH EXLOGLQJ DV ZHOO DV WKRVH
VXUURXQGLQJ LW DUH PDGH XS RI PRVWO\
ILUVW RU VHFRQG \HDU JUDGXDWH VWXGHQWV
DQGMXQLRUVVHQLRUVLQXQGHUJUDG(PDLO
.HUU\LI\RXDUHLQWHUHVWHGLQEX\LQJWKH
6SULQJ FRQWUDFW RU LQ VHHLQJ WKH DSDUW
PHQWRUZLWKDQ\TXHVWLRQV)RUDYLGHR
WRXU\RXFDQJRWRKRXVLQJXVXHGXDQG

FOLFNRQKRXVLQJRSWLRQVWKHQ$JJLH9LO
ODJH
)HPDOHFRQWUDFWIRUVDOH
&RQWUDFWIRUVDOHDW'V%ULGJHUODQG$SDUW
PHQWV  IRU VSULQJ VHPHVWHU 
XWLOLWLHV6KDUHGURRP&ORVHWR868DQG
&97'EXVVWRS*UHDWURRPPDWHV
0$/($SDUWPHQW&RQWUDFWIRU6DOH
6SULQJ6HPHVWHU 0DSOH9LHZ$SDUWPHQWV
(DVW1RUWK$SW-XVWDWWKH
ERWWRPRI2OG0DLQ+LOO*UHDWORFDWLRQ
5HGXFHG 3ULFH   SHU VHPHV
WHU |SULYDWH URRP}  SHU VHPHVWHU
|VKDUHGURRP}8WLOLWLHVEHWZHHQDQG
 SHU PRQWK SHU SHUVRQ /DUJH OLY
LQJURRPNLWFKHQDQGEHGURRPV'XDO
VLQNVLQEDWKURRP
0$/($SDUWPHQW&RQWUDFW 6SULQJ6HPHV
WHU  , DP JHWWLQJ PDUULHG LQ GHFHPEHU
DQG QHHG WR VHOO P\ KRXVLQJ FRQWUDFW
*UHDWORFDWLRQDWWKHERWWRPRIROGPDLQ
KLOO,WLVWKH0DSOH9LHZ$SDUWPHQWVDW

 (DVW  1RUWK $SW  , KDYH UH
GXFHG WKH SULFH WR  IRU D SULYDWH
URRP DQG  IRU D VKDUHG URRP
8WLOLWLHVYDU\EHWZHHQDQGSHU
PRQWK ZKLFK LQFOXGHV LQWHUQHW &DOO
'DYHIRUPRUHLQIRDW

0XVWVHOODSDUWPHQWFRQWUDFW
)HPDOH 35,9$7( URRP DQG 35,9$7(
EDWK $ZHVRPH URRPPDWHV VKRUW ZDON
WR FDPSXV DQG QHDU D VKXWWOH VWRS
*UHDWGHDORQO\IRUHQWLUH6SULQJ
VHPHVWHU $YDLODEOH DIWHU ILQDOV 'HF
 0XVWVHOO3OHDVHFDOO

)HPDOH 6SULQJ &RQWUDFW # 5LYHUVLGH
$SWV

3ULYDWH 5RRP  %DWK  )ULHQGO\ 5RRP
PDWHV :LIL  &DEOH )UHH :' 8WLOL
WLHV ,QFOXGHG +XJH /RXQJH $UHD DQG
.LWFKHQZ'LVKZDVKHU$JJLH6KXWWOH 
%XV6WRSULJKWRXWVLGH$& +HDW)XOO\
)XUQLVKHGPR'HSRVLW
&DOORU7H[W5DFKHO
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Reallity check

Brevity

Loose Parts • Blazek

F-Minus • Carillo

Scootah Steve • Steve Weller

steve-weller@hotmail.com

Dilbert • Adams

Out on a Limb • Kopervas

It’s All About You • Murphy

&REE #LASSIFIED ADS FOR 535
3TUDENTS #HECK OUT WHATS THERE
AT WWWAGGIETOWNSQUARE 0LACE
YOUR OWN AD   )TS EASY "E A
PART OF THE !GGIE4OWN3QUARE
COMMUNITY
$SDUWPHQW&RQWUDFWIRU6HOO 0DOH
, DP VHOOLQJ D VKDUHG URRP PDOH SKDVH
WZR DSDUWPHQW FRQWUDFW IRU 2OG )DUP
$SDUWPHQWV  (DVW  1RUWK $SW
:  'HFHPEHU 25 -DQXDU\ WR 0D\ 
  IRU 6SULQJ  VHPHVWHU
8WLOLWLHVQRWLQFOXGHGLQSULFHVHFX
ULW\GHSRVLWGXHDWVLJQLQJWUDQVIHU$ZH
VRPHORFDWLRQ 0LQXWHZDONWRWKH76&
$FURVVWKHVWUHHWIURPWKH6SHFWUXPDQG
$JJLH6KXWWOHVWRSDQGDOVRKDVLWVRZQ
$JJLH 6KXWWOH VWRS ULJKW RQ WK (DVW 
DQG YHU\ FRPIRUWDEOH DSDUWPHQW 0XVW
VHOO EHIRUH HQG RI )DOO  VHPHVWHU
,ILQWHUHVWHGRUKDYHDQ\TXHVWLRQVFDOO
&DPHURQDW  RU(0DLODW
FDPHURQBPRVV#KRWPDLOFRP
)HPDOH6SULQJ&RQWUDFW2OG)DUP
6WXGHQW +RXVLQJ   8WLOLWLHV 2%2
IRU JLUOV VKDUHG URRP IRU 6SULQJ
VHPHVWHU GHSRVLW DOUHDG\ SDLG (
1(2OG)DUP6WXGHQW+RXVLQJ
)XOO\)XUQLVKHG5LJKWQH[WWRFDPSXV
EXVVWRSVDQGWZRFLW\EXVVWRSVJUHDW
URRPPDWHV+DVVKDUHGURRPV6RFLDO
DWPRVSKHUHEXWDOVRJRRGIRUVWXG\LQJ
5LJKWQH[WWRFRLQRSODXQGU\DQGVWXG\

ORXQJH IUHH SDUNLQJ DQG )5(( +LJK
6SHHG,QWHUQHW
1LFH$SDUWPHQW&KHDSUHQW
EHGURRPDSDUWPHQW9HU\FORVHWRFDP
SXVORFDWHGRQWKHLVODQG5HQWLV
PRQWK ZLWK D  GLVFRXQW LQFHQWLYH LI
SDLG E\ HQG RI PRQWK $SDUWPHQW KDV
EHHQZHOONHSWDQGODQGORUGVDUHJUHDW
0D\ PRYH LQ WKH HQG RI 2FWREHU &DOO
-RVK IRU PRUH GHWDLOV DQG WLPH WR VHH
WKHDSDUWPHQW
)HPDOH6SULQJ&RQWUDFW3LQHYLHZ
$SDUWPHQWV 6KDUHG FRQWUDFW DW 3LQHYLHZ
DSDUWPHQWV0RQWKO\UHQW&/26(
72 &$0386 $GMDFHQW WR /RJDQ &LW\
DQG 8WDK 6WDWH 8QLYHUVLW\ VKXWWOH EXV
VWRSV &RLQRSHUDWHG ODXQGU\ IDFLOL
WLHV HTXLSSHG ZLWK FRPPHUFLDO 0D\WDJ
ZDVKHUVDQGGU\HUV,QGRRUELF\FOHVWRU
DJH  (DV\ JRLQJ URRPPDWHV (YHU\
WKLQJ LV IXUQLVKHG 1HHG WR VHOO $6$3
,PPRYLQJWR6/&
6SULQJ0DOH5HQW&RQWUDFW)RU6DOH
 +LOOVLGH $SDUWPHQWV /2&$7(' $
+$/)$%/2&.$:$<IURP868FDP

SXV7KH'HSRVLWDOUHDG\SDLG
2QO\SHUPRQWKUHQWWRPDQDJ
HU '(&(0%(5  DQG $35,/ 
5(17:,//$//5($'<%(&29(5('
, DP DVNLQJ  IRU WKH VHOOLQJ
SULFHRIWKHFRQWUDFWEHFDXVHWKHFRQ
WUDFWUHTXLUHGWKDW,KDGWRSD\WKHILUVW
6HSWHPEHU DQGODVWPRQWK $SULO
 UHQW&RQWUDFWHQGVDWWKHHQGRI
$SULOJUHDWURRPPDWHVDQGHDV\
JRLQJ DSDUWPHQW PDQDJHU 7KH DSDUW
PHQW KDV  EHGURRPV D NLWFKHQ DUHD
IDPLO\URRPDQG$&FRROLQJ5HQWSD\
PHQWWRPDQDJHU,1&/8'(6JDV KHDW 
IXUQLVKLQJV  FRXFKHV NLWFKHQ WDEOH
FKDLUV  EHGV DQG  GUHVVHUV LQ HDFK
URRP  :DVKHUV'U\HUV DUH ORFDWHG LQ
WKH EDVHPHQW RI DSDUWPHQW FRPSOH[
&RQWDFW+D\GHQDW
%HGURRP)DPLO\0DUULHG6WXGHQW+RXV
LQJ
1HHG D ELJJHU VSDFH" 7KLV LV
SHUIHFW%HDXWLIXO 5RRP\ &OHDQ7ZR
EHGURRPVEDWK0DUULHGKRXVLQJ
RUVLQJOH&OHDQ XQIXUQLVKHG:DVK
HUGU\HU KRRNXS &HQWUDO $LU :RUNLQJ
GLVKZDVKHU IULGJH DQG VWRYH 4XLHW
QHLJKERUKRRG ([FHOOHQW ODQGORUG 12
602.,1* 12 '5,1.,1* 12 3(76
2QO\DPRQWK
$SSOLDQFHV

:DVKHUDQG'U\HU
*UHDW ZDVKHU DQG HOHFWULF GU\HU  YROW
0XVW JR <RX SLFN WKHP XS &RQWDFW
&UDLJDWRU(PLO\DW

DGXSJUDGHVSKRWR
:DVKHUDQG'U\HU
*UHDW ZDVKHU DQG HOHFWULF GU\HU  YROW
2QO\  IRU ERWK 0XVW JR <RX SLFN
WKHPXS&RQWDFW&UDLJDW
RU(PLO\DW
&RPSXWHUV (OHFWURQLFV
&57PRQLWRU9LHZVRQLF*I
9LHZVRQLF*I&57PRQLWRUJRRGFRQGL
WLRQZLWKVRIWZDUHDQGPDQXDO
,QFK0DFERRN3UR
,KDYHDOLNHQHZLQFK0DFERRN3UR,
ERXJKW LW ODVW \HDU LQ 2FWREHU ,W LV WKH
ODVWPRGHOEHIRUHWKH8QLERG\YHUVLRQV
,W KDV D PDWWH VFUHHQ ,W KDV D *%
+''  *+= 3URFHVVRU DQG  *%
5$0 ,W KDV %HHQ XSJUDGHG WR 6QRZ
/HRSDUG DQG , KDYH LQVWDOOHG 0LFURVRIW
2IILFH IRU 0DF ,W FRPHV ZLWK DOO WKH
FDEOHV DQG GRFXPHQWDWLRQ ,W DOVR KDV
DOORIWKH,QVWDOO'LVFV,WZLOOFRPHZLWK
D SURWHFWLYH FDVH WKH %ODFN $SSOHVDF
&ROFDVDF,ZLOO(YHQ7KURZLQD*%
86%([WHUQDO+DUG'ULYHWKDWZRUNVSHU
IHFWO\ZLWK7LPH0DFKLQHDQG%DFNVXS

UNIVERSITY 6

1225 N 200 E (Behind Home Depot)

• LAW ABIDING CITIZEN*
•

STADIUM 8

535 W 100 N, Providence

(R) 12:45, 3:00, 5:15, 7:30, 9:45

NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS*
(PG) in 3D 12:30, 2:10, 3:50, 5:30,
7:10 8:50

• ASTRO BOY* (PG)

1:05, 3:10, 5:15, 7:20, 9:25

• WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE*
(PG) 12:30, 2:40, 4:50, 7:00, 9:10

• COUPLES RETREAT* (PG-13)

• COUPLES RETREAT* (PG-13)

• VAMPIRE’S ASSISTANT*

• PARANORMAL ACTIVITY* (R)

1:20, 4:05, 6:30, 9:05

(PG-13) 12:40, 2:55, 5:10, 7:25, 9:40

• LOVE HAPPENS* (PG-13)
12:45, 3:00, 5:15, 7:30, 9:45

• INVENTION OF LYING*(PG-13)

1:15, 4:00, 6:45, 9:15

12:35, 2:25, 4:15, 6:05, 7:55, 9:45

MOVIES 5

2450 N Main Street
• ALL ABOUT STEVE (PG-13)
• STEPFATHER* (PG-13)
4:05, 6:55 Fri/Sat 9:05
1:00, 3:10 5:20, 7:30, 9:40
• WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE* • BRIGHT STAR (PG)
(PG) 12:40, 2:50, 5:00, 7:10, 9:20
4:00, 6:30 Fri/Sat 9:00
• ASTRO BOY* (PG)
• ZOMBIELAND* (R)
1:15, 3:15, 5:15, 7:15, 9:15
4:15, 6:30, Fri/Sat 9:25
• SAW VI* (R)
• CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF
1:05, 3:15, 5:25, 7:35, 9:45
MEATBALLS (PG)
4:10, 7:10 Fri/Sat 9:20
• SAW VI* (R)
MIDNIGHT SHOWS FRIDAY & SATURDAY
4:25, 7:10, Fri/Sat 9:25
UNIVERSITY 6 ONLY $5.50
*NO PASSES OR DISCOUNT TICKETS

12:30, 2:45, 5:00, 7:15, 9:30

DOO\RXUGDWD,WLVDUHDOO\JUHDWFRPSXWHU
DQG , DP RQO\ VHOOLQJ EHFDXVH P\ ZLIH
DQG,ZDQWDQ,PDFLQVWHDG2%2
-HZHOU\
0HQV:HGGLQJ%DQG%UDQG1HZ
*UHDWORRNLQJPHQVZHGGLQJEDQG:KLWH
JROG ZLWK WLWDQLXP VWULS LQ WKH FHQWHU
)URP 1HHGKDPV EXW WKH\ GRQW PDNH
WKLV ULQJ DQ\PRUH VR , FDQW UHWXUQ LW
6L]H   9HU\ FODVV\ FRPH FKHFN LW
RXW ZLOOLQJWRQHJRWLDWHSULFH 

0LVF

&DU6XEZRRIHUV$PS
7ZR } 6XEV DQG D :DWW DPS 6XEV
DUH DOUHDG\ ER[HG DQG WKH DPS KDV
DOORIWKHQHFHVVDU\ZLUHFRQQHFWLRQVDW
WDFKHGWRLW/RJDQ8WDK
JHQR#JPDLOFRP
6SRUWLQJ*RRGV

WHOHPDUNVNLV
5RVVLJQRO7HOHVNLVFP9RLOHFDEOH
ELQGLQJVJRRGFRQGLWLRQ
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Monday, Oct. 26, 2009

StatesmanBack Burner
Student deadline You need to know....

Today is Monday, Oct.
26, 2009. Today’s issue
of The Utah Statesman
is published especially
for Lacey Buttars, sophomore in psychology, from
Layton, Utah.

Almanac
Today in History: In
1881, the Earp brothers face off against the
Clanton-McLaury gang
in a legendary shootout at the OK Corral in
Tombstone, Ariz. The
famous shootout has
been immortalized in
many movies, including “Frontier Marshal”
(1939), “Gunfight at
the OK Corral” (1957),
“Tombstone” (1993)
and “Wyatt Earp”
(1994).

Weather

-Clothesline Project, all day.
-Undergraduate art show, Chase Fine
Arts Center, all day.
-Big Blue Scholarship coach’s luncheon, noon.
-Men’s golf at Bill Cullum Invitational,
all day.

Tuesday

Oct. 27

-Clothesline Project, all day.
-Undergraduate art show, Chase Fine
Arts Center, all day.
-Men’s golf at Bill Cullum Invitational,
all day.
-Street Fight: A Documentary, TSC
Ballroom, 8 p.m.

Wednesday

Oct. 28

-Clothesline Project, all day.
-HOPE. Festival, TSC Sunburst
Lounge, 9:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
-Undergraduate art show, Chase Fine
Arts Center, all day.
-Logan City Council debate, TSC
Ballroom, 12:30 p.m.
-Snowboard movie for SEED, 7 p.m.
-Sweeney Todd, Chase Fine Arts
Center, 7:30 p.m.

Tuesday’s Weather
High: 39° Low: 23°
Rain / Snow Showers

Registrar’s Office deadlines:
Nov. 9 is the last day to submit
petition for Late Drop Form.
Between Nov. 10 and Dec. 11
no dropping of classes will be
permitted.

Religion in Life will be
held Oct. 30 at 11:30 a.m. in the
LDS Institute cultural hall. Our
speaker will be Parry Winder who
has been an F-16 pilot and an Air
Force instructor. Other upcoming
events include a volleyball tournament on Oct. 30 at 7:30 p.m.
Join the Women’s Resource
LDSSA 5K is on Oct. 31 with an
Center to take a stand against
8:30 a.m. check-in.
violence. The Clothesline Project
Theme Housing Scavenger
will be a display of T-shirts in
Hunt will be held Oct. 29 at 6:45
the International Lounge Oct.
p.m. Meet on the engineering
26-28. The HOPE Festival will
lawn for team assignments. Prizes
be held in conjunction with this and refreshments in Merrill Hall
event on Oct. 28 from 9:30 a.m. at 7:45 p.m.
- 4 p.m. The HOPE Festival is a
Snowboarding movie
fundraiser for CAPSA.
Premier and raffle for prizes
including snowboarding gear, lift
tickets and other prizes on Oct.
The Council on Undergraduate 28 at 7 p.m. in the TSC Ballroom.
Research is calling for stuHelp us raise money for the SEED
dents to submit an abstract of
program from the Huntsman
their research; each abstract
School of Business. Cost is $7 in
should explain the work that
advance, $10 at the door. Tickets
was performed and discuss the can be purchased at the USU ticket
importance of the work to soci- office or at Directive Board Shop.
ety. Submit online at www.cur.
Come get grilled burgers in
org. by Nov. 1. For assistance,
support of SEED Oct. 26-28 from
contact the USU Undergraduate 11 a.m. - 3 p.m. each day in front
Research Office.
of the business building. Help us
raise money for the Huntsman
School of Business SEED program
The History Honors Society,
and get some great food for less
Phi Alpha Theta will be hosting than anywhere else on campus.
its annual Fright Night on Oct.
You are invited to participate
28 in ESLC 130 at 7 p.m. There in the USU Wellness Expo being
will be food, games and fun info held Nov. 3 from 9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
on the history of Halloween.
in the TSC on the second floor.
Everyone is invited.
This provides an opportunity for
people around the valley to share
ideas, services and other wellness
The Sociology Honors Society is related info that can improve
asking for anyone with a beating our quality of life. For more info
heart to volunteer a minuscule
please contact caroline.shugart@
amount of your time to help
usu.edu or call her at 797-0735.
those in need on Oct. 28 at 7
On Oct. 28 at 7 p.m. in the
p.m. Meet at the east steps of
Merrill-Cazier Library Room
Old Main in costume for our
334G the Slow Food on Campus
trick or treat canned food drive. will have its first meeting to
organize a Slow Food Chapter at
USU. Slow Food is a grassroots
movement that supports good,
clean and fair food. Everyone is
welcome.

HOPE Festival

Student research

Honor society

Canned food drive

STORE HOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 6:00 AM - Midnight,

Closed Sunday
Logan
555 E. 1400 N. • (435) 755-5100
Pharmacy (435) 750-0258

Smithfield
850 S. Main • (435) 563-6251
Pharmacy (435) 563-6201

MARKETPLACE

Moderately Confused • Stahler

More FYI listings, Interactive
Calendar and Comics at
www.aggietownsquare.com

www.leesmarketplace.com

We are located in the
University Shopping Center
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MARKETPLACE

1400 North

1200 North

Prices Effective October 26th - October 31st, 2009

N
A

Romney Stadium

Oct. 26

Brain Waves • B. Streeter

800 East

Monday

600 East

Today’s Issue

1000 North

2 Liter

Shasta
Soda Pop

69

¢
12 pk. 12 oz. Cans

Western Family 15 oz.

Peaches
or Fruit Cocktail

77

¢

Western Family 16 oz.

Powdered or
Brown Sugar

13.87-14.5 oz. Bag Asst.

Doritos
Tortilla Chips

1

$ 09

Buy One Get One

FREE

24 oz. Loaf All Varieties

Farm Bread

125

$

Western Family
10.5-10.75 oz.

Western Family 10.5-11 oz.

29¢

39

Chicken Noodle
or Tomato Soup

Mandarin
Oranges

¢

9.8-11.5 oz. Crisp Crust
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Party Pizza

1

$ 25

Western Family 96 oz.

100% Apple
Juice or Cider

1

$ 99

POWERade 32 oz. Asst.

12 inch Asst.

59¢

$

Tombstone
Pizza

Western Family
4 oz. Diced or Whole

Little Debbie 14 oz.

39¢
Gallon 1%, 2%
or Fat Free Skim

ShurSaving
Milk

1

$ 79

300

Chocolate
Cupcakes

1

$ 79
Santitas
14 oz. Bag White
or Yellow Corn

Tortilla Chips

1

$ 88
Select Varieties

6WHSKHQ·VR]

Hot Cocoa

325

$

 HVWOH0DUVRU+HUVKH\·V
1
8.67-22 oz. Bag Select Varieties

Halloween Candy

229

$

While Supplies Last

Western Family 1 oz.

String Cheese

5 $1
for

29 oz. ShurSaving

Peaches
or Pears

99¢

Western Family 12 oz.

Evaporated
Milk

69¢
Western Family 11.5-12 oz.

Chocolate
Chips

1

$ 57

Keebler
Cookies

1

13

5$
for

With In Ad Coupon
4 for $13 Without

Sports
Drinks

Green Chiles

Pepsi Products

$ 99
ea.

Your Choice
Taco Bell 16 oz.

Refried
Beans

2 $1
for

!
WOJuW
st
$ 60
ea.

2

Coupon
With In-Ad se of 4
& Purcha

